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ABSTRACT
MOTION ARTIFACT REDUCTION IN IMPEDANCE PLETHYSMOGRAPHY SIGNAL
by Sardar Ansari
Dissertation
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2013
Advisor: Kayvan Najarian, Ph.D
Associate Professor, Virginia Commonwealth University
The research related to designing portable monitoring devices for physiological signals
has been at its peak in the last decade or two. One of the main obstacles in building
such devices is the effect of the subject’s movements on the quality of the signal. There
have been numerous studies addressing the problem of removing motion artifact from the
electrocardiogram (ECG) and photoplethysmography (PPG) signals in the past few years.
However, no such study exists for the Impedance Plethysmography (IP) signal. The IP
signal can be used to monitor respiration in mobile devices. However, it is very susceptible
to motion artifact. The main aim of this dissertation is to develop adaptive and non-adaptive
filtering algorithms to address the problem of motion artifact reduction from the IP signal.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Aims
The aim of this dissertation is to design computational methods to reduce the effects of
motion artifact (MA) on the physiological signals. In particular, the dissertation focuses
on the electrical impedance plethysmography (IP) signal which contains components that
correspond to respiration. The respiratory component of the IP signal will be extracted
and used to monitor respiration. The goal is to provide novel filtering methods that can
be integrated into a portable monitoring device. Paired with other physiological signals
such as electrocardiogram (ECG) and photoplethysmography signal (PPG), the IP signal
can provide physicians with a large amount of information about the patient’s physiological
state. These signals together, acquired using a portable non-invasive monitor and filtered
using the proposed MA reduction methods, will create a suite of physiological signals which
can be used to monitor patients while hospitalized or during transportation, as well as healthy
individuals. This monitor can also be used as an in-home care unit to assist the elderly and
patients with chronic diseases. Moreover, it can be incorporated into the early detection
14
systems for complications such as hemorrhagic shock.
1.2 Motivation
1.2.1 Portable Monitoring of Physiological Signals
Physiological monitoring devices play a significant role in monitoring patients as well as
diagnosis and detection of critical physiological states. Currently, portability is one of the
most important and challenging issues in designing such monitors. Typical monitors used
nowadays to collect key physiological signals in hospital settings are often large, heavy and
sensitive to motion. There is a great need for monitoring devices in the form of armbands or
headbands, which can be carried around with no restriction on patient’s movements. Such
monitoring devices can be used en route while transporting patients to and from hospital,
or in home for monitoring patients with chronic diseases who require long-term medical
attention. In particular, elderly patients, who often need constant care, are the potential
users of these devices. Moreover, portable monitoring devices could be used to monitor the
patients in emergency situations at the scene or during transportation.
Having a portable physiological monitor attached to the patients, crucial information can
be wirelessly sent to physicians and nurses, allowing them to check the patient’s condition
remotely, be notified in the cases of emergency, and make informed decisions about the pa-
tient’s treatment. The monitoring device could also utilize existing algorithms for automatic
detection of critical state [1] and provide warnings in critical states to care-givers as well as
the patient him/herself.
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1.2.2 Respiration Monitoring
The main focus of this dissertation is on the monitoring of respiration. Respiration is defined
as ‘the movement of respiratory gases (as oxygen and carbon dioxide) into and out of the
lungs’ or ‘a single complete act of breathing’ by Merriam-Webster dictionary. It is one of
the most widely used signals for diagnostic purposes in many fields of the medicine.
Monitoring respiration has many applications in diagnosis of patients with respiratory
disorders. For example, patients with asthma, emphysema, and chronic obstructive pul-
monary disease (COPD) should undergo long-term monitoring where their respiration is
monitored constantly. Moody et al. stated in [2] that the clinical significance of certain car-
diac arrhythmias can be understood only with reference to respiration. Portable devices that
continuously monitor respiration can assist physicians in treating such patients. In addition,
it is highly desirable that such portable systems do not cause any discomfort. Therefore, the
traditional methods for monitoring respiration that use gas masks or nasal cannulas are not
desirable since they are not comfortable to wear for long periods of time.
In addition to chronic diseases, portable monitoring of respiration has applications in
detection and prediction of many critical states. In particular, respiratory features can be
used to predict hemorrhagic shock or cardiac arrest in emergency situations.
1.2.3 Motion Artifact Reduction
Motion artifact is defined as the effects induced by the movements of the subject and/or the
monitoring device on the signal that is being collected from the subject. The artifacts gener-
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ated by motion could interfere with and influence different components of the target signal.
Motion artifact reduction is almost always a difficult task since the frequency components of
the MAs often overlap with the frequency components of the signal of interest. As a result,
the signal might become unusable, unless effective MA reduction methods are employed to
remove the effect of the MA. Hence, MA reduction is an inevitable part of designing portable
monitoring devices.
There are currently existing methods for reduction of MAs from the ECG and PPG
signals. However, there are no such methods available for the IP signal. In addition, most
MA reduction methods that are designed for the ECG and PPG signals are not suitable
for MA reduction from the IP signal. This is due to the fact that the effect of motion on
the ECG and PPG signals is different in nature from those of the IP signal. For example,
the ECG and PPG signals are more robust against MA, while the IP signal is much more
susceptible to MA. Moreover, some of the currently existing methods assume that the signal
is periodic or quasi-periodic with a nearly constant frequency or amplitude over a short
period of time inside a sliding processing window. However, that assumption does not hold
for the IP signal. The main periodic component of the IP signal is respiration which can
change voluntarily by the subject.
Another common assumption made when dealing with the ECG and PPG signals is
that the signal follows a regular pattern. These methods often utilize this pattern as a
discriminatory tool to differentiate between the MA and the heart or respiratory component
of the ECG and PPG signals. On the other hand, such regular patterns are not present
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in the IP signal since it is mainly composed of the respiratory component whose pattern
is similar to a sinusoidal. As a result, the existing methods for elimination of MAs from
the ECG and PPG signals do not address the problem of MA reduction from the IP signal.
Therefore, it is essential to design new filtering methods to remove the MAs from the IP
signal in order to build a portable device that monitors respiration.
1.2.4 Objectives
The main objective of this dissertation is to design algorithms for MA reduction from the
physiological signals, in particular the IP signal. It will combine signal processing, machine
learning and optimization methods and ideas to overcome the problem of MA reduction. The
currently existing works for MA reduction from the physiological signals will be presented
and discussed. Two different filters for adaptive and non-adaptive reduction of MAs will be
introduced in this work. After MA reduction, the respiratory rate, which is one of the most
valuable features of the IP signal, will be extracted. The extracted respiratory rates can
later be used for diagnostic purposes. The accuracy of both methods will be compared to
the popular methods that are often used for MA reduction.
The objectives of this thesis dissertation are summarized as
 To develop the mathematical concepts for a non-adaptive MA reduction method.
 To develop the mathematical concepts for an adaptive MA reduction method.
 To implement the proposed adaptive and non-adaptive filtering methods.
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 To assess the accuracy and performance of the proposed filters by comparing them to
the other popular MA reduction methods.
1.2.5 Overview of Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 provides an overview for the background of the problem. First, Impedance
Plethysmography and respiration signals are introduced. Then, the existing MA reduction
methods from the IP, ECG and PPG signals are presented.
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 introduce the non-adaptive and adaptive filtering methods that
are designed for MA reduction, respectively. The mathematical concepts of the proposed
filtering methods are developed in these chapters.
Chapter 5 discusses the data collection, the preprocessing steps and the conducted ex-
periments. Also, the proposed filtering methods in Chapters 3 and 4 are evaluated in this
chapter. Each method is compared to other popular MA reduction methods.
Chapter 5 summarized the dissertation and presents the future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
The aim of this dissertation is to investigate the feasibility of building portable monitoring
systems capable of removing the distortions in the signal that are caused by the subject’s
movements. This is a crucial step in designing such systems since the accuracy of the
estimated signals depends largely on the effectiveness of the MA reduction algorithms used.
Other factors that affect the accuracy are the type and the placement of the electrodes, the
accuracy of the monitoring apparatus and the environment in which the portable monitor is
being used. MA reduction is the only aspect of this problem that will be discussed in this
dissertation.
2.2 Impedance Plethysmography
Measuring electrical impedance of different segments of the body, a.k.a. impedance plethys-
mography (IP), is one of the most commonly used methods for non-invasive monitoring of
ventilation and apnea [3]. There is a wide range of medical applications in which the IP
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signal has been used to derive important information for diagnosis. For example, it has been
used for measuring lung volume, blood volume variations, blood flow, muscle contraction,
eye movements, autonomic nervous system activity and activity of brain cells [4].
Impedance plethysmograph is a device that measures the passive electrical properties
of the biological tissues [5]. It is typically made of a sine-wave generator, followed by a
voltage to current converter. It generates a low-amplitude high-frequency current signal
which passes through the segment of interest in the body using two surface electrodes, called
the current electrodes. The voltage is then measured along the path between the current
electrodes using the same or another pair of electrodes, called the voltage electrodes [6].
The measured voltage is then amplified and filtered. Variations in the voltage amplitude
are inversely proportional to the variations in the electrical impedance of the section of the
body on which the impedance is being measured. Therefore, collecting this signal allows us
to monitor the biological indicators that are related to the electrical impedance of a segment
of the body.
One of the most important vital signs that could be extracted from the IP signal is the
respiratory signal. It has been shown that the main component of the impedance signal is
highly correlated with respiration [7]. Impedance plethysmography has been extensively used
for monitoring respiration in the clinical settings. It is considered the main reference signal
for respiration in many applications. The process of monitoring respiration using electrical
impedance is sometimes referred to as impedance pneumography. Although plethysmograph
electrodes can be placed on different segments of the body [8], to our knowledge, all the
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commercially available respiratory rate measurement devices which work based on electrical
impedance use transthoracic placement of the electrodes, i.e. they place the electrodes on the
thorax and abdomen to measure the electrical impedance along the thoracic cavity. It makes
the applications of this technology limited to the clinical environments and prevents us from
using it in mobile respiration monitors. This is due to the fact that in the transthoracic
placement, the electrodes need to be attached to 4 different sides of the thoracic cavity
which requires long wirings. Placing the electrodes on different locations on the body that
are far from each other, which requires excessive wiring, is not desirable in designing portable
monitors. Therefore, an alternative electrode placement is used in this work. Particularly,
the current and voltage electrodes are placed on the subject’s shoulder and back. This is a
setting that is more realistic for portable monitors since the electrodes can be connected to
an armband through short wires. At the same time, one can maintain a reasonable signal
to MA ratio (SAR) with this setting. The electrode placement is discussed in more details
later in the dissertation.
Using electrical impedance to monitor respiration has several advantages. The first one
is its simplicity, requiring only four electrodes to be applied to the segment of interest.
Second advantage of using electrical impedance plethysmography is that it is non-invasive.
Another advantage is that the same electrodes can be used for recording the ECG signal
[9]. Impedance plethysmography provides an indicator for the respiration without requiring
direct contact with the airstream, and therefore it neither imposes any restriction on breath-
ing, nor does it impose any serious restriction on the movements of the subject, as many
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volume-determining devices such as spirometers and pneumotachometers do [10]. However,
when used in its original setting for electrode placements, IP still requires the electrodes to
be connected to the chest, which does not allow the subject to move freely.
The major disadvantage of impedance plethysmography is that it is very susceptible to
motion [10, 8, 11, 12, 13]. The artifacts generated by body movements, changes in the ribcage
shape and changes in the skin-to-electrode impedance could have a large amplitude, often
much larger than the amplitude of the IP signal [11]. As a result, reducing MA is a crucial
step in building a respiration monitor which uses the IP signal.
2.3 Existing Motion Artifact Reduction Methods
Several methods have been designed to reduce the effect of MA on the physiological signals.
In particular, there exists methods to eliminate the MA from the ECG and PPG signals.
However, to our knowledge, there only exist a handful of studies that address the problem
of MA in the IP signal. Almost all of these works investigate different instrumentations or
electrode placements, while almost no practical signal processing or machine learning method
exists to overcome this problem. This section provides an overview of the existing methods
related to reduction of MA from the IP, ECG and PPG signals.
2.3.1 Motion Artifact Reduction from Impedance Plethysmogra-
phy Signal
A few studies that investigate the type and the number of the electrodes being used and
their placements are available in the literature. It is shown in [14] that the small-area bipolar
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electrode configuration is the most sensitive one to motion, while increasing the electrode
area reduces the effects of arm and body movements on the IP signal. They also show
that changing the circuit from bipolar to tetrapolar without changing the area reduces the
sensitivity of the IP signal to MA. In addition, the paper assesses the effect of changing the
circuit from bipolar to guarded bipolar as well as changing the circuit from guarded bipolar
to guarded tetrapolar without changing the area. The results indicate that the sensitivity
of the acquired signal to MA is reduced in the first case, while it is increased in the second
case. The paper suggests that using a tetrapolar or guarded bipolar circuit with a large
electrode surface area should be considered when designing monitors that incorporate the IP
technology. Other studies on the type of the electrodes have shown that the best choice of
electrodes are the ones with good stability, strong adhesion, low face-to-face impedance, low
transthoracic-plus-electrode impedance, large effective area, and large total area [15, 16].
The effect of measuring the IP signal with different frequencies is investigated in [17]. This
study shows that the signal to artifact ratio (SAR) is directly proportional to the frequency
that is used. The authors conclude that it is better to use higher frequencies to collect the
IP signal. They also suggest using multi-frequency measurements for MA rejection [18].
Other major works in this area are related to decreasing the susceptibility to MA by
changing the electrode placements. It is pointed out in [13] that the best SAR is achieved
when one electrode is placed on the midpoint between the left and right second inter-costal
spaces on the sternum and the other electrode is placed in the opposite position on the
back. A volume conductor model of the thoracic cavity is developed in [19] and MAs were
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simulated by shifting the electrodes to a different location on the surface. The authors
propose a different electrode setting with six electrodes to reduce the amount of distortion
caused by the motion. In their work, two electrodes are attached to the chest, one over the
xiphoid process and the other over the sternum at the level of the first rib. Another pair of
electrodes is attached to the back over the spinal column at the same height as the first two
electrodes. The last two electrodes are attached at the level of the axilla, over the Latissimus
dorsi muscle on the left and the right side.
The main disadvantage of the works that are mentioned above is that they all use electrode
placements on the chest to measure the IP signal along the thoracic cavity. This introduces
restrictions on the subject’s movements and reduces mobility. Another drawback of some
of the current methods is that they require extra electrodes or extra measurements with
different frequencies. Therefore, they are not suitable for portable monitoring due to the
additional complexity in the instrumentation of the device.
To our knowledge, there exists no study that investigates the other possible electrode
placements other than transthoracic placement for respiration monitoring. In this work, we
use a different electrode placement that is less restrictive with regards to the movements of
the patient. The details of the electrode placements are presented in Chapter 5. Moreover,
to our knowledge, none of the existing works propose filtering methods to effectively reduce
MA from the IP signal. The main aim of this work is to address this shortage.
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2.3.2 Motion Artifact Reduction from Electrocardiogram Signal
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is a graphical representation of the cardiac activity. The
waveform of the ECG signal is widely used for the diagnosis of cardiac abnormalities and
lesion of the heart, infer into pathological and biological mechanisms of the heart, and
to detect various cardiac disorders. It has also been used for evaluating the efficiency of
therapeutic drugs and diagnosis of obstructive sleep apnea.
There exists wearable devices that monitor the ECG signal [20, 21]. Electrocardiogram
recordings are often corrupted by different kinds of noise such as baseline wander, power-line
interference, muscle artifacts, and MAs.
The previous works on the MA reduction from the ECG signal can be divided into three
different groups. The first group is focused on instrumentation. The aim of these studies is
to provide alternative instruments for ECG recording, such as electrodes, sensors or wires,
as well as different electrode placements that are less susceptible to MA [22, 23]. The second
group uses independent component analysis (ICA) and principal component analysis (PCA)
to estimate MA as an independent source of variation in the ECG signal [24, 25, 26, 27, 28].
The goal of ICA is to estimate the set of linear coefficients through which the source signals
have been mixed. It requires at least two readings of the signal from two different locations.
This method tries to find the best parameter estimates that transform the input signals
into new signals such that the dependence between the resulting signals is minimized. The
ICA approach makes three assumptions. The first assumption is that the source signals
are generated according to a non-Gaussian distribution. The second assumption is that the
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source signals have been mixed through a linear process. And lastly, the ICA algorithm
assumes that the source signals are statistically independent.
The first assumption holds for the IP signal since the shape of the IP signal is similar to
a sinusoidal which does not have a Gaussians distribution. However, the second assumption
of ICA is violated since the system through which the IP signal and the MAs are mixed
is affected by the change in the blood volume and pressure, the regulatory mechanism of
the heart, the movement of the electrodes on the skin, etc. None of these components are
known to work in a linear fashion in the real world. In particular, the IP signal exhibits a
decaying pattern in many situations, e.g., after the subject raises his/her arm, the IP signal
slowly returns to its baseline, which resembles an auto-regressive process. Therefore, it is
not realistic to assume that the MA is mixed with the IP signal through a linear process.
The third assumption of ICA is not always guaranteed. In particular, it was observed during
the experiments that the respiratory rate changes when subjects move, and the amount of
the change depends on the type of movement. For example, the subject often takes a deep
breath before conducting a maneuver such as raising the arm. Moreover, the subjects are
likely to take several deep breaths with low frequency after they finish performing a periodic
maneuver such as twisting the upper body towards right and left continuously. Likewise, the
subjects typically breath faster when they are asked to imitate walking or running in place
for a couple of seconds. These observations also match our daily experiences. Therefore,
it is not realistic to assume that the respiratory component of the IP signal and the MAs
are independent. Furthermore, the ICA algorithm requires a multi-channel recording of
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the IP signal with at least two readings from different locations. This requires excessive
instrumentation which is not desirable when designing a portable device. Therefore, ICA is
not a good candidate for MA reduction from the IP signal.
The third group of studies that deal with MA reduction from the ECG signal use adaptive
filtering methods to estimate the MA and then remove the estimated artifact from the signal.
Some of these works use Least Mean Squares (LMS) [29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. LMS is a steepest
descent method that is usually faster than other adaptive filtering methods. Another group
of studies uses Recursive Least Squares (RLS) which is known to be more accurate but is
computationally more intensive [34, 35]. The other types of adaptive filters that are used
for eliminating MA from the ECG signal are Normalized LMS (NLMS) [36] and Normalized
Signed Regressor LMS (NSRLMS) [37]. Despite the popularity of the adaptive filters for MA
reduction, there is a disadvantage associated with the adaptive filtering methods, i.e., they
tend to not only model the MA, but they also adapt to the signal of interest. In particular,
adaptive filters can adapt to the sinusoidal pattern of the IP signal and eventually treat it
as MA if the shape and frequency of the MA and respiratory component of the signal are
similar. However, the ε-tube filtering methods that are introduced in this dissertation only
focus on the MA and are not affected by the respiratory component of the IP signal. The
weaknesses of the adaptive filters in removing the MA from the IP signal are explained in
detail in Chapter 5.
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2.3.3 Motion Artifact Reduction from Photoplethysmography Sig-
nal
The PPG signal is often measured using a pulse oximeter device. It is mainly used for
non-invasive monitoring of the level of oxygen saturation in arterial blood and pulse rate in
various clinical settings [38]. The pulse oximeter obtains the PPG signal by illuminating a
segment of the subject’s body with a monochromatic light source. The device then detects
either the reflection of the light or the transmitted light through the segment of interest
using a photo-detector [39]. A single infrared reading of the PPG signal can be used to
monitor venous refilling time, heart rate (HR), heart rate variability (HRV), respiration, and
blood pressure (BP) [40]. When measured using a pair of sources with red and infrared
wavelengths, the PPG signal can be used to determine the oxygen saturation (SpO2) in
arterial blood [41].
Like the IP and ECG signals, the PPG signal is susceptible to MA which can considerably
reduce the accuracy of the measured pulse oximetry and result in inaccurate readings and
false alarms [42]. As a result, numerous MA reduction methods are proposed to solve this
problem. Like the ECG signals, most of the published works on MA reduction from the
PPG signal can be divided into three different categories. The first category deals with the
instrumentation of the pulse oximeter. For example, a wearable ring is proposed by [43]
and [44] for continuous monitoring of the PPG signal. The miniaturized sensor is capable
of monitoring HR, HRV, and oxygen saturation. In order to reduce the amount of MA that
interferes with the PPG signal, they place the LED and photo-detector on the flanks of the
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finger rather than the dorsal and palmar sides. This setting of the sensors leads to a signal
that has better quality and is less susceptible to MA. A similar setting is used in [45] where
the sensor is a wearable finger band that consists of a 3-axis accelerometer, infrared LED,
photo-diode and a microprocessor. The sensor wirelessly transmits the obtained signal to
a computer through a Bluetooth channel. Instead of measuring the signal on the finger,
[46] uses a wristband to monitor the PPG signal since the movements of the wrist are less
complex compared to the movements of the fingers. As a result, the MAs induced by the
movements of the wrist will be easier to remove.
Another study that investigates different instrumentations for the pulse oximetery com-
pares three different sensors [47]. The authors conclude that there is no statistically signif-
icant difference in finger clamp sensors, disposable taped on sensors and individual sensor
elements glued on the fingertip. They also mention that the artifacts that are generated by
vertical movements of the arm are in fact different from those that are caused by movements
in the horizontal direction.
Independent component analysis is another popular method for MA reduction which is
used in several publications in this area. The ICA algorithm is used in [48] to separate the
heart component of the PPG signal from the MA, after it pre-processes the signal using block
interleaving, low-pass filtering and block de-interleaving. The pre-processing step relies on
the fact that the heart pulsation, and hence the PPG signal, are inherently quasi-periodic
[49], while most MAs are not. However, as discussed earlier, this property does not hold
for the IP signal. The frequency and amplitude of the IP signal can be altered voluntarily
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by the subject. Therefore, the pre-processing step in this paper is not applicable to the IP
signal.
Pulse transit time (PTT), defined as the traveling time of an arterial pulse pressure
wave from the left ventricle to a peripheral site [50], can be derived from the PPG signal.
It can be used to distinguish between respiratory events in nocturnal sleep studies. [51]
uses an ICA algorithm based on the minimization of mutual information to post-process
the PPG signal and estimate the PTT. Another study that employs the ICA algorithm to
filter the PPG signal is presented in [52]. The pre-processing step in this work first detects
whether MA is present in the signal. It then estimates the period of the signal and uses a
Fourier series reconstruction unit that utilizes the spectrum variability and quasi-periodicity
of the pulse waveform to reconstruct the signal. Next, the pre-processed signal is fed into
a frequency domain ICA unit that uses the magnitude information of the signal in the
frequency domain to separate the MA from the pulse waveform. Like other studies that
use the ICA algorithm to reduce the MA, this study assumes that the source signals are
statistically independent, i.e., the MA is independent from the heart pulsation. However,
the validity of this assumption has been investigated in [53] by assessing the correlation
coefficients between the arterial volume variations and the MAs, and it is concluded that
they are not statistically independent. In fact, it has been shown that the arterial flow is
significantly affected by motion. Hence, the fundamental assumption of ICA is violated.
Likewise, it was observed in the experiments that were conducted for this dissertation that
respiration is also affected by motion, as discussed in the previous section.
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The third category of studies that investigate MA reduction from the PPG signal uses
adaptive filtering methods. [54] proposes a LMS filter with a variable step-size. This method
adaptively increases the step-size when the filter is far from the optimum and decreases the
step size as it gets closer to the optimum. The distance to the optimum is determined based
on the derivative of an optoelectric reference signal. Their experimental results indicate that
the variable step-size LMS filter outperforms the traditional LMS filter with a fixed step
size. Also, [45] uses a NLMS filter to remove the MA. The reference signal is obtained by a
3-axis accelerometer sensor in their work.
Recursive least squares is another adaptive filtering method that is used for MA reduction
from the PPG signal. For example, [55] uses a MEMS accelerometer sensor integrated
into the wearable ring that was previously discussed to capture a reference signals for the
movements of the subject. Then, it uses this reference signal as the input to the RLS filter
in order to remove the MA. Likewise, the wristband that was mentioned above uses an RLS
filter to reduce the effect of the MA on the signal, where the accelerometer sensor that is
incorporated into the wristband provides the reference signal for the filter.
Kalman filter is another type of adaptive filtering method that is used for MA reduction
from the PPG signal. [56] uses a Kalman filter that models both the artillery blood pressure
(ABP) component of the signal and the unwanted MA. Moreover, a fixed-interval Kalman
smoother is used in [57] to eliminate the MA from the signal. Also, Widrow’s adaptive noise
cancellation is employed in [58]. The authors use a finite impulse response model as well
as a Laguerre series black box transfer dynamics model to estimate the MA. They conclude
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that the Laguerre models outperforms the FIR model in terms of model variance.
Aside from the studies that have tried to reduce the MA from the PPG signal by changing
the instrumentation and the ones that employ popular methods such as ICA and adaptive
filtering methods, there have been several other attempts to resolve the problem of MA
using other signal processing techniques. For example, [59] uses singular value decomposition
(SVD) to reduce the effect of MA on the PPG signal and estimate the oxygen saturation
from the filtered signal. Moreover, Fourier series analysis has been used in [60] to alleviate
the interference of the MA with the signal. It applies the Fourier series to the signal on
a cycle-to-cycle basis to counter the quasi-periodic and non-stationary aspect of the PPG
signal. Furthermore, [61] uses a filter bank and the matched filter, and [62] uses smoothed
pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution for MA reduction. Lastly, a wavelet-based approach is
used in [63] to reduce the effect of MA on the HR and HRV that is extracted from the
PPG signal. The method uses a second reading of the PPG signal from the left hand as
the reference signal when the right hand is moving. However, a comparison between the
adaptive filtering methods and the wavelet-based methods indicated that wavelet transform
is limited in restoring the heart pulsation from the corrupted PPG signal [64]. In particular,
the wavelet transform introduces a larger phase shift in the resulting signal which has a
negative impact on the accuracy of the extracted HR and PTT.
Several MA reduction methods that are used to filter the IP, ECG and PPG signals were
introduced in this chapter. In particular, adaptive filters and ICA algorithm are the most
popular approaches to deal with the issue of MA in the physiological signals. In order to
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demonstrate that the proposed ε-tube filtering methods outperform the popular currently
existing methods, the proposed methods are compared to the ICA, RLS and NLMS filtering
methods in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
ε-Tube Filter
This section provides the details of a non-adaptive filtering method, ε-tube filter, that is
proposed for MA reduction. The first section of the chapter presents the mathematical
concepts of ε-tube and autoregressive exogenous (ARX) models. Next section discusses
regularization of the filtered signal. The gradient of the objective function is derived in
Section 3.3. Lastly, the practical implementation of the proposed filter is discussed. The
evaluation of the proposed filter will be presented in Chapter 5.
3.1 ε-Tube and Autoregressive Exogenous Model
The idea of using the ε-tube for MA reduction was first introduced in one of the author’s
previous works [65]. However, it was originally used in conjunction with tangent sigmoid
activation functions. Here, we intend to use an auto-regressive exogenous (ARX) model
instead of the tangent sigmoid activation function in order to increase the flexibility of the
MA reduction method. The original idea of the ε-tube was first introduced by Vapnik. He
used the ε-tube as a loss function in the context of support vector machines (SVM) and
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support vector regression (SVR) [66]. Unlike the conventional Euclidean norms, Vapnik loss
function allows for a margin, called the tube, with zero error. In mathematical terms,
∣gt − yt(ut,w)∣ε = max (0, ∣gt − yt(ut,w)∣ − ε) (3.1)
where gt is the value of the IP signal at time t, yt is the filter output at time t, ut is a vector
of the input accelerometer values at time t, w is the vector of the model parameters and ε is
the width of the tube. In other words, any point that falls inside the tube of size ε will have
an error of zero, while the error increases linearly outside the tube. ε-tube filtering seems to
be the natural fit for removing MAs from the IP signal. This is due to the fact that the main
component of the signal is respiration which has a periodic nature with an almost constant
amplitude within a short window of time. Therefore, ε-tube can be used to estimate the
MA while it refrains from modeling the respiratory component of the signal. This is done
by forming a tube around the signal which encompasses the respiratory component of the
signal, allowing the model to only estimate the MA.
The initial ε-tube method proposed in [65] was composed of the following constrained
optimization problem.
Minimize
N−1∑
t=0 ζ1t + N−1∑t=0 ζ2t , (3.2)
subject to
gt − yt(ut,w) ≤ ε + ζ1t , t = 0, ...,N − 1, (3.3)
yt(ut,w) − gt ≤ ε + ζ2t , t = 0, ...,N − 1, (3.4)
ζ1t ≥ 0, ζ2t ≥ 0, t = 0, ...,N − 1, (3.5)
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where ζ1t and ζ
2
t are slack variables and N is the length of the signal. In [65], yt(ut,w)
was a combination of tangent sigmoid functions aiming to model the MA. However, tangent
sigmoid functions are too rigid and are not flexible enough to model complex MAs. As a
result, an ARX model is used here to model the MAs with arbitrary shapes. The ARX
model can be expressed as
yt = − na∑
i=1 aiyt−i + nb∑i=1bTi ut−i+1, (3.6)
where na is the number of poles (feedback coefficients), nb is the number of zeros (feedforward
coefficients) plus 1, ai is the ith feedback coefficient and bi is the vector of the ith feedforward
coefficients. Note that bTi is a vector whose elements correspond to the input signals. The
model coefficients ai for i = 1,⋯, na, and the elements of bi for i = 1,⋯, nb, together form
the vector of the filter coefficients w. Therefore, the problem becomes finding the coefficient
vector, w, that minimizes 3.2 subject to 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
If we were dealing with an ideal periodic signal with a constant amplitude and a regular
pattern, and the MA was generated by an ARX process with the accelerometer readings as
its input, then the solution to the above optimization problem was unique and equal to the
coefficients of the original ARX process. However, none of these assumptions hold in reality;
hence, the optimal solution to the optimization problem is not unique. Instead, there are
multiple sets of ARX coefficients that can minimize this optimization problem including the
one by which the MA is generated. In other words, applying ε-tube only reduces the size
of the search space that contains the correct coefficients. However, it is not guaranteed to
find the best solution. For example, Figure 3.1a shows an instance of the IP signal that is
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Figure 3.1: An instance of the IP signal contaminated by MA (a), filtered using ε-tube method without
regularization (b), and filtered using ε-tube method with regularization (c). It is evident in (b) that the
ε-tube alone is not able to successfully remove the MA although the error is zero with respect to the ε-tube
norm. On the other hand, using the regularization term is (3) leads to the successful removal of MA.
contaminated by MA. The error with respect to the ε-tube norm is zero for both signals in
Figures 3.1b and 3.1c; therefore, they are both optimal solutions for (3.2) with respect to
(3.3-3.5). As a result, one needs a second criteria to choose the solution that is most likely to
be the generator of the MA in the reduced search space. Assuming that the impedance signal
follows a regular pattern, we add a new term to the objective function that corresponds to
the regularity of the signal, which leads to
Minimize f = N−1∑
t=0 ζ1t + N−1∑t=0 ζ2t − cR(s,u,w), (3.7)
where R(s,u,w) is the regularization term, and c is a design parameter that adjusts the bal-
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ance between the two objectives. The value for c should be selected through cross-validation.
It often takes arbitrarily small value such that the regularization term becomes a secondary
objective. This way, we can ensure that we are searching for the most regular solution among
the ones that have the least amount of deviation from the tube. The regularization term is
discussed in the next section.
3.2 Regularization
As discussed in the previous section, one needs to use a regularity measure to find the ARX
coefficients that lead to the most regular IP signal among the ones that minimize the Vapnik
norm. It is worth noting that the notion of regularity here is not the same as the regular-
ization in statistics or machine learning. Here, a regular signal is one that has a constant
recurring pattern and regularity is the quantity that measures that characteristic. Conse-
quently, a regular signal has a frequency composition that is invariant across the time axis.
One way to measure this property is to examine the Stockwell transform (S-transform) of the
signal [67]. S-transform is a generalization of short time Fourier transform which provides a
time-frequency representation of the signal that is very sensitive to irregularities. Figure 3.2
shows the magnitude of the S-transform for the irregular signal in Figure 3.1b, while Figure
3.3 shows the S-transform for the regular signal in Figure 3.1c. An ideal regular signal would
have a S-transform for which the frequency decomposition remains nearly constant as time
advances. In other words, for a given frequency, the value of S-transform over different times
is constant. Several different regularity measures were investigated in this project. For ex-
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Figure 3.2: The S-transform of an irregular signal. The S-transform reflects the irregularities as high
magnitude components around t = 12s and f = 2Hz.
ample, one of these measures was the inverse of the variability of the dominant frequencies at
different times in the S-transform. In other words, the frequency with the largest magnitude
was computed at different times in the S-transform, and these values formed a signal along
the time axis. The standard deviation of this signal was considered the regularity measure.
Another example was the inverse of the area under the derivative of this signal. However,
the best results were obtained when the average correlations between the vertical slices of
the S-transform (along the frequency axis in Figure 3.3) was used as the regularity measure.
Discrete S-transform of y[kT ] is defined as
Sy[pT, n
NT
] = N−1∑
m=0Y [m + nNT ]e− 2pi2m2n2 e j2pimpN , n ≠ 0, (3.8)
where Y is the Fourier transform of y, T is the sampling interval, N is the number of
frequency component in the S-transform, and p and n are the time and frequency indices of
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Figure 3.3: The S-transform of a regular signal. The decomposition has an almost constant frequency
pattern along the time axis. The white band around f = 0.25Hz corresponds to respiration which is the
dominant component of the signal. The gray band around f = 1.3Hz corresponds to heart rate that is the
second most dominant component of the signal.
the S-transform, respectively. For n = 0, we can use
Sy[pT,0] = 1
N
N−1∑
m=0 y( mNT ), (3.9)
which is the mean of the sample values in the time domain. Also, the inverse S-transform of
Sy is defined as
y[kT ] = 1
N
N−1∑
n=0
N−1∑
p=0 Sy[pT, nNT ]e j2pinkN . (3.10)
In the rest of this chapter, Sy[pT, nNT ] is denoted by Sp,ny . [68] proposes a shift theorem
for the continuous S-transform. Here, we present and prove similar results for the discrete
case.
Lemma 1. The Shift Theorem for Discrete S-Transform: Assume that S-transform of
y[kT ] is
y[kT ] S←→ Sp,ny . (3.11)
Then, the S-transform of y after being translated r samples can be calculated as
y[(k − r)T ] S←→ e−j2pinrN Sp−r,ny . (3.12)
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Proof. Assume that the Fourier transform of y is
y[kT ] F←→ Y ( n
NT
). (3.13)
Therefore, the Fourier transform of y after a shift by r samples is
y[(k − r)T ] F←→ e− j2pinrN Y ( n
NT
). (3.14)
Substituting the Fourier transform of y[(k − r)T ] into (3.8) leads to
Syk−r[pT, nNT ] =N−1∑m=0Y [m + nNT ]e− j2pi(m+n)rN e− 2pi2m2n2 e j2pimpN=e− j2pinrN N−1∑
m=0Y [m + nNT ]e− 2pi2m2n2 e j2pim(p−r)N=e− j2pinrN Sy[(p − r)T, n
NT
].
(3.15)
Hence,
y[(k − r)T ] S←→ e−j2pinrN Sy[(p − r)T, n
NT
]. (3.16)
Substituting (3.6) into (3.8), one can obtain a recursive equation for Sy,
Sp,ny =S(− na∑
i=1 aiyt−i + nb∑i=1bTi ut−i+1) = − na∑i=1 aiS(yt−i) + nb∑i=1bTi S(ut−i+1)
= − na∑
i=1 aiSp−i,ny e
−j2pini
N + nb∑
i=1bTi Sp−i+1,nu e
−j2pin(i−1)
N , (3.17)
where Sp−i+1,nu is the vector of the S-transforms of rows of u (accelerometer signals) at p and
n. Finally, we define the regularization term as
R(gt,ut,w) = µp,q(log(∣rpq ∣)), (3.18)
where rpq is the Pearson correlation coefficient between S
p,n
g−y and S q,ng−y, and µp,q(log(∣rpq ∣)) de-
notes the mean of log(∣rpq ∣) over indices p and q, i.e., µp,q(log(∣rpq ∣)) = 1N2 ∑N−1p=0 ∑N−1q=0 log(∣rpq ∣).
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We also denote the mean of a vector that is indexed by p with µp in the rest of this chapter.
Note that we use log(∣ ⋅ ∣) in (3.18) since the natural log of the magnitude of a complex
number is differentiable.
The tube size needs to be chosen such that the tube encompasses the IP signal in the
calm sections of the signals, where the MA is not present. The power of the signal is used
to find the calm sections, and the tube size is set equal to two standard deviations of the
sample values in the calm sections.
3.3 Gradients
In order to find the optimal solution to (3.7) subject to (3.3-3.5), one needs to compute the
gradients of the objective function and the constraints. We start with finding a recursive
formula for the partial derivatives of yt.
∂
∂al
yt = ∂
∂al
(− na∑
i=1 aiyt−i + nb∑i=1bTi ut−i+1)
= − na∑
i=1 ai
∂
∂al
yt−i − yt−l, (3.19)
for t = 0, ...,N − 1 and l = 1, ..., na. Also,
∂
∂bhl
yt = ∂
∂bhl
(− na∑
i=1 aiyt−i + nb∑i=1bTi ut−i+1)
= − na∑
i=1 ai
∂
∂bhl
yt−i + uht−l+1, (3.20)
where bhl is the l
th feedforward coefficient for the hth input signal and uht−l+1 is the hth element
of vector ut−i+1, i.e., the reading for the hth input signal at time t − l + 1, for t = 0, ...,N − 1
and l = 1, ..., nb. Therefore, the partial derivatives of (3.3) and (3.4) with regards to al and
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bhl can be recursively calculated using (3.19) and (3.20). Moreover, the partial derivatives of
(3.3) with respect to ζ1t and ζ
2
t are −1 and 0, respectively. Likewise, the partial derivative of
(3.4) is 0 with respect to ζ1t and −1 with respect to ζ2t . The partial derivatives of (3.5) are
trivial.
The gradient of Sp,ny is composed of the partial derivatives with respect to al, bhl , ζ
1
t and
ζ2t . The partial derivative with respect to al can be derived as
∂
∂al
Sp,ny = ∂∂al (− na∑i=1 aiSp−i,ny e−j2piniN + nb∑i=1bTi Sp−i+1,nu e−j2pin(i−1)N )
= − na∑
i=1
∂
∂al
(aiSp−i,ny e−j2piniN ) = − na∑
i=1 aie
−j2pini
N
∂
∂al
Sp−i,ny − e−j2pinlN Sp−l,ny . (3.21)
Similarly, the partial derivative of Sp,ny with respect to bhl is
∂
∂bhl
Sp,ny = ∂∂bhl (−
na∑
i=1 aiSp−i,ny e
−j2pini
N + nb∑
i=1bTi Sp−i+1,nu e
−j2pin(i−1)
N )
= − na∑
i=1
∂
∂bhl
(aiSp−i,ny e−j2piniN ) + nb∑
i=1
∂
∂bhl
(bTi Sp−i+1,nu e−j2pin(i−1)N )
= − na∑
i=1 aie
−j2pini
N
∂
∂bhl
Sp−i,ny + e−j2pin(l−1)N Sp−l+1,nuh .
(3.22)
Equations (3.21) and (3.22) can be used to compute the gradient of the S-transform recur-
sively. The derivative of the objective function in (3.7), indicated by f , can be obtained
as
∂
∂al
f = ∂
∂al
(N−1∑
t=0 ζ1t + N−1∑t=0 ζ2t − cR(s,u,w))
= − c ∂
∂al
R(s,u,w)
= − c ∂
∂al
µp,q(log(∣rpq ∣))
= − cµp,q( ∂
∂al
log(∣rpq ∣)).
(3.23)
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The log of the absolute value of a complex number can be calculated as [69]
log(rpq) = log(∣rpq ∣) + jArg(rpq), (3.24)
which leads to
∂
∂al
log(∣rpq ∣) = Re( ∂
∂al
log(rpq)), (3.25)
where Re(z) is the real part of the complex number z. Therefore,
∂
∂al
f = −cµp,q(Re( ∂
∂al
log(rpq))). (3.26)
Next, we need to find an equation for ∂∂al log(rpq). The Pearson correlation coefficient between
Sp,ns−y and S q,ns−y, rpq, is defined as
rpq = spq√
sppsqq
, (3.27)
where spq is the covariance of S
p,n
s−y and S q,ns−y and spp is the standard deviation of Sp,ns−y. Thus,
log(rpq) = log( spq√
sppsqq
) = log(spq) − 1
2
log(spp) − 1
2
log(sqq), (3.28)
and
∂
∂al
log(rpq) = ∂spq/∂al
spq
− ∂spp/∂al
2spp
− ∂sqq/∂al
2sqq
. (3.29)
The covariance of Sp,ns−y and S q,ns−y is defined as
spq = 1
N − 1[ N∑n=1 Sp,ny S q,ny − 1N ( N∑n=1 Sp,ny )( N∑n=1 S q,ny )], (3.30)
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where Sp,ny is the complex conjugate of Sp,ny . The standard deviation is obtained by substi-
tuting p for of q in (3.30). The derivative of spq and spp with respect to al can be computed
as following.
∂
∂al
spq = 1
N − 1[ N∑n=1( ∂∂al Sp,ny S q,ny + Sp,ny ∂∂al S q,ny ) − 1N ( N∑n=1 ∂∂al Sp,ny )( N∑n=1 S q,ny )
− 1
N
( N∑
n=1 S
p,n
y )( N∑
n=1
∂
∂al
S q,ny )]. (3.31)
By rearranging, we obtain
∂
∂al
spq = 1
N − 1[ N∑n=1 ∂∂al Sp,ny S q,ny − 1N ( N∑n=1 ∂∂al Sp,ny )( N∑n=1 S q,ny )]
+ 1
N − 1[ N∑n=1 Sp,ny ∂∂al S q,ny − 1N ( N∑n=1 Sp,ny )( N∑n=1 ∂∂al S q,ny )] = sp(l)q + spq(l),
(3.32)
where sp(l)q denotes the covariance between ∂∂al Sp,ny and S q,ny , and spq(l) denotes the covariance
between Sp,ny and ∂∂al S
q,n
y . Also, it can be shown that
∂
∂al
spp = 2sp(l)p, ∂
∂al
sqq = 2sqq(l).
(3.33)
Substituting (3.32) and (3.33) into (3.29) yields
∂
∂al
log(rpq) = sp(l)q + spq(l)
spq
− sp(l)p
spp
− sqq(l)
sqq
. (3.34)
Hence, the derivative of the objective function with respect to al is
∂
∂al
f = − cµp,q(Re(sp(l)q + spq(l)
spq
− sp(l)p
spp
− sqq(l)
sqq
))
= − 2c(µp,q(Re(sp(l)q
spq
)) − µp(Re(sp(l)p
spp
))). (3.35)
The derivative of f with respect to bhl can be computed similarly as
∂
∂bhl
f = − 2c(µp,q(Re(sp(l,h)q
spq
)) − µp(Re(sp(l,h)p
spp
))), (3.36)
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where sp(l,h)q denotes the covariance between ∂∂bh
l
Sp,ny and S q,ny . The gradient of f with respect
to ζ1t and ζ
2
t is 1.
3.4 Implementation
Previous section introduced recursive equations to compute yt,
∂
∂al
yt,
∂
∂bh
l
yt, S
p,n
y ,
∂
∂al
Sp,ny and
∂
∂bh
l
Sp,ny . Recursive equations are desirable in adaptive filters. However, iterative evaluation
of recursive equations is inefficient in non-adaptive settings. Therefore, the non-recursive
versions of the same equations are introduced in this section. These equations which are
based on Fourier Transform and Inverse Fourier Transform can be evaluated more efficiently.
The input signals are assumed to be circular, i.e., yt+kN = yt for an integer k.
Let us define the matrix A and vectors y and d as follows.
A =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 ⋯ 0 ana ana−1 ⋯ a2 a1
a1 1 0 ⋯ 0 0 ana ⋯ a3 a2
a2 a1 1 ⋯ 0 0 0 ⋯ a4 a3
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮
0 0 0 ⋯ ana ana−1 ana−2 ⋯ a1 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (3.37)
y =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
y0
y1
y2
⋮
yN−1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, d =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
d0
d1
d2
⋮
dN−1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (3.38)
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where dt = ∑nbi=1 biTut−i+1. Hence, (3.6) can be expressed as
Ay = d. (3.39)
Each row of the matrix A can be found by rotating the previous row by one element to the
right. Therefore, A is a circulant matrix. As a result, (3.39) can be written as a convolution
between the first column of A, denoted by a, and y, i.e.,
a ∗ y = d. (3.40)
Applying Fourier Transform to both sides of the equation, we obtain
F {a ∗ y} = F {a}F {y} = F {d} , (3.41)
which leads to
yt = F−1 {F{d}wF{a}w }t = F−1 { dˆwaˆw}t . (3.42)
The vector a is treated as a signal when the Fourier transform is being computed. This
signal can be expressed as
a(i) = δ(i) + a1δ(i − 1) + a2δ(i − 2) +⋯ + anaδ(i − na), (3.43)
where δ(⋅) denotes the Dirac delta function. Consequently,
aˆw = 1 + na∑
i=1 aie
−j2piiw
N , (3.44)
where aˆw is the same as F {a}w. Moreover,
dˆw = F { nb∑
i=1bi
Tut−i+1}
w
= nb∑
i=1bi
T {uˆ−i+1}w , (3.45)
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where {uˆ−i+1}w is a matrix whose hth row is the Fourier transform of uht after a circular shift
of size −i + 1. Substituting (3.44) and (3.45) into (3.42) yields
yt = F−1 ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∑
nb
i=1 biT{uˆ−i+1}w
1 +∑nai=1 aie−j2piiwN
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭t . (3.46)
Note that {uˆ−i+1}w is the Fourier transform of the input signals and is computed prior to
the optimization process. Thus, it will be treated as a constant matrix during optimization.
Likewise, e
−j2piiw
N can be computed in advance. Therefore, the numerator and the denominator
in (3.46) are simple linear combinations of the filter coefficients.
The derivative of yt with respect to al can be derived in a similar manner. The recursive
equation for ∂∂alyt, (3.19), can be written as
A
∂
∂al
y = −y−l, (3.47)
where ∂∂aly is a vector that is composed of
∂
∂al
yt and y−l is a vector of y values after a shift
of size −l, i.e., yt−l. Therefore,
∂
∂al
yt = −F−1 {F{y−l}wF{a}w }t = −F−1
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ yˆwe
−j2pilw
N
aˆw
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭t
= −F−1 ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ yˆw1 +∑nai=1 aie−j2piiwN
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭t−l .
(3.48)
Substituting yt from (3.46) yields
∂
∂al
yt = −F−1 ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ ∑
nb
i=1 biT {uˆ−i+1}w(1 +∑nai=1 aie−j2piiwN )2
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭t−l . (3.49)
The derivative with respect to bhl can also be computed as
∂
∂bhl
yt = F−1 ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
{uˆh−l+1}w
1 +∑nai=1 aie−j2piiwN
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭t , (3.50)
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where {uˆh−i+1}w is the hth row of {uˆ−i+1}w.
Next, we find the non-recursive equations for Sp,ny ,
∂
∂al
Sp,ny and
∂
∂bh
l
Sp,ny . Similar to (3.37)
and (3.38), we define
Λn =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 ⋯ 0 λnna λnna−1 ⋯ λn2 λn1
λn1 1 0 ⋯ 0 0 λnna ⋯ λn3 λn2
λn2 λ
n
1 1 ⋯ 0 0 0 ⋯ λn4 λn3
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮
0 0 0 ⋯ λnna λnna−1 λnna−2 ⋯ λn1 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (3.51)
Sny =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
S0,ny
S1,ny
S2,ny
⋮
SN−1,ny
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, βn =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
βn0
βn1
βn2
⋮
βnN−1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (3.52)
where λni = aie−j2piniN and βnp = ∑nbi=1 biTSp−i+1,nu e−j2pin(i−1)N . The steps taken to derive the non-
recursive equation for Sp,ny are similar to that of yt. Equation (3.17) can be written as
ΛnSny = βn, (3.53)
which leads to
Sp,ny = F−1 { βˆnw
λˆnw
}
p
. (3.54)
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The first column of Λn, when treated as a signal, can be expressed as
λn(i) =δ(i) + a1e−j2pinN δ(i − 1) + a2e−j2pi2nN δ(i − 2)
+⋯ + anae−j2pinanN δ(i − na), (3.55)
which has a Fourier transform of the form
λˆnw = 1 + na∑
i=1 aie
−j2pii(n+w)
N . (3.56)
Also, the Fourier transform of βn can be derived as
βˆnw = nb∑
i=1bi
T {Sˆ−i+1,nu }w e−j2pin(i−1)N , (3.57)
where Sˆ−i+1,nu is a matrix whose hth row is the Fourier transform of Snuh , defined like (3.52),
after a rotation of size −i + 1. One can derive
Sp,ny = F−1 ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∑
nb
i=1 biT {Sˆ−i+1,nu }w e−j2pin(i−1)N
1 +∑nai=1 aie−j2pii(n+w)N
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭p , (3.58)
by substituting (3.56) and (3.57) into (3.54). Likewise, the similar equations for ∂∂al S
p,n
y and
∂
∂bh
l
can be written as
∂
∂al
Sp,ny = −F−1 ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∑
nb
i=1 biT {Sˆ−i+1,nu }w e−j2pin(l+i−1)N(1 +∑nai=1 aie−j2pii(n+w)N )2
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭p−l , (3.59)
∂
∂bhl
Sp,ny = F−1 ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
{Sˆ−i+1,n
uh
}
w
1 +∑nai=1 aie−j2pii(n+w)N
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭p . (3.60)
Notice that the numerators in (3.46), (3.49), (3.50), (3.58), (3.59) and (3.60) are all linear
combinations of the filter coefficients. Moreover, the denominators in (3.46), (3.50), (3.58),
and (3.60) are also linear combination of the coefficients while the denominators in (3.49) and
(3.59) are linear combinations squared. Therefore, they can be computed using vector and
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matrix multiplications. The vector and matrix multiplications can be performed in parallel
on a computer, resulting in faster computations compared to the recursive equations which
need to be implemented using for loops. For example, computing yt and S
p,n
y were two and
six times faster, respectively, when non-recursive equations were used on the same computer
using Matlab.
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Chapter 4
Adaptive ε-Tube Filter
The MA reduction is a must in portable monitoring of physiological signals. As a result, it is
beneficial to develop the adaptive version of the ε-tube filter. Like the previous chapter, the
frequency components of the signal are computed using the S-transform. The S-transform
is computed within a moving window that contains the most recent observations of the IP
signal. The signal values at the beginning and the end of this window are not guaranteed to
be close to each other. The difference between the value of the samples at the two ends of
the window causes distortion in the frequency representation of the signal since S-transform
assumes that the signal is circular, i.e., the signal is repeated before and after the current
window infinite times. The amount of distortion is minimized in the middle of the window.
Therefore, the frequency components in the middle of the window are used to measure the
regularity of the filtered signal within the window. This leads to a delay in the filter output.
The size of this delay is half the window size.
The ARX model proposed in the previous section computes a single set of coefficients
for each MA instance. To model the non-linear decaying behaviour of the IP signal, it is
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necessary for the filter to use the current and previous values of the input accelerometer
signals as well as the previous filter output values. Therefore, the non-adaptive ε-tube filter
is an infinite impulse response filter (IIR) since the filter output depends also on the recent
filter output values. On the other hand, the adaptive filter proposed in this chapter computes
a new set of filter coefficients at each sample as time advances. As a result, a finite impulse
response (FIR) filter is adequate to model the non-linear behavior of the IP signal. In other
words, the filter output only depends on the input accelerometer readings and not on the
previous filter output values.
The main ideas of the adaptive ε-tube filter are similar to those of the non-adaptive filter.
Particularly, the filter maximizes the regularity of the filtered signal within a tube that
restricts its amplitude. Previously, the constraints were enforced ‘softly’ through a term in
the objective function. However, the adaptive ε-tube filter enforces the constraints strictly,
i.e., the values of the IP signal after filtering are restricted to the values that fall within
the tube and these restrictions are enforced through two constraints. Unlike the previous
chapter, the tube size ε, varies as time advances. The tube size depends on the amplitude
of the most recent signal values when MA is not present in the signal.
An ideal IP signal in terms of regularity is one that has one dominant frequency compo-
nent while all the other components are small in magnitude. In the non-adaptive case, the
regularity of the filtered signal is measured through the mean of the log correlations between
the frequency components. To adapt the same idea, we should maximize the correlation
between the frequency components in the current window and the previous ones. However,
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this can cause the error to propagate by carrying forward the error from the previous samples
of the signal. In other words, the filter will model the respiratory component of the signal as
well as the MA residuals from the previous samples. To prevent this problem, we measure
the regularity of the filtered signal by comparing it to a prototype that is built based on
the frequency components in the previous windows of the signal after the MA was removed.
The prototype is a piecewise linear model with four pieces where two of the pieces model
the dominant peak in the frequency components and the other two pieces are set equal to
zero. The filter minimizes the error between the frequency components of the filtered singal
and the prototype.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the notation used in
this chapter. Next, the objective function and the mathematical derivation of its gradient are
discussed. The third section, presents a modified version of the gradient projection method
that is used to enforce the constraints. The prototype and the procedure that generates
it are discussed in section 4.4. Section 4.5 introduces the method for updating the tube
size. Finally, a method for computing the S-transform that is more efficient than the direct
method is presented in the last section.
4.1 Notation
In this chapter, the matrices and vectors are denoted by bold upper and lower case letters,
respectively. Also, all the vectors are column vectors. The ith row and the jth column of a
matrix A are denoted by Ai,. and A.,j, respectively. Moreover, ai indicates the ith element
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Table 4.1: Symbols and their descriptions.
Symbol Description
T Length of a half window. A full window spans from t − T + 1 to t + T .
N The number of frequency components in the S-transform.
g(t) Impedance signal at t.
g(t) Impedance signal in the window at t ([g(t − T + 1), g(t − T + 2), . . . , g(t + T )]).
y(t) Filter output at t.
y(t) Vector of the filter outputs in the first half of the window at t ([y(t−T +1), y(t−
T + 2), . . . , y(t − 1)]).
z(t) Vector of the estimated MA in the second half of the window at t.
h(t) Signal being processed within the current window at t.
u(t) Accelerometer signal values at t, composed of the present and past values.
U(t) Matrix of the accelerometer signal values in the second half of the window at
t ([u(t)∣u(t + 1)∣ . . . ∣u(t + T )]).
p Time index for the S-transform in the current window (p ∈ [t − T + 1, t + T ]
and p = 0 corresponds to the S-transform in the middle of the window which
coincides with t).
n Frequency index for the S-transform in the current window (n ∈ [0,N − 1]).
Sp,n
h(t) S-transform of h(t) in the current window at p, n.
Mδ A matrix whose i
th column is S0,.
δ(x−i+1), where x ∈ [−T + 1, T ] is the argument
of the δ function.
mnδ The n
th row of Mδ.
w(t) Filter coefficients at t.
r(t) Prototype at t.
ε(t) Size of the tube at t.
a Complex conjugate of a complex number a.
Re[.] Real part of a complex number or the elements of a vector or matrix.
Im[.] Imaginary part of a complex number or the elements of a vector or matrix.
of vector a. The matrix and vector indices start from 0 in this chapter. The rest of the
notations are mentioned in Table 4.1.
A sample window and the related quantities are shown in Figure 4.1. At time t, the
S-transform of h(t) in a window from t − T + 1 to t + T is calculated. The vector g(t) can
be partitioned as [g1(t)T ∣g2(t)T ]T where g1(t) = [g(t−T + 1), g(t−T + 2), . . . , g(t− 1)]T and
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Figure 4.1: A sample window (bottom) and its S-transform (top). Notice that g, g1, g2 and y on the
graph are bold while g(t) and y(t) in the legend are not.
g2(t) = [g(t), g(t + 1), . . . , g(t + T )]T . Therefore, h(t) can be expressed as
h(t) = g(t) − ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
y(t)
z(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
g1(t)
g2(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ −
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
y(t)
z(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
= ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
g1(t) − y(t)
g2(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ −
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
0T×1
z(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ = h1(t) − h2(t),
(4.1)
where
h1(t) = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
g1(t) − y(t)
g2(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , h2(t) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
0T×1
z(t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (4.2)
and
z(t) = U(t)Tw(t). (4.3)
The S-transform is a linear operator. Hence, the S-transform of the current processing
window at t can be computed as
Sp,n
h(t) = Sp,nh1(t) − Sp,nh2(t). (4.4)
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The elements in the first half of h2(t) are all zeros. Therefore, Sp,nh2(t) depends only on z. We
are interested in the frequency components of the S-transform in the middle of the processing
window (at p = 0), which is equal to
S0,.
h(t) = S0,.h1(t) − S0,.h2(t). (4.5)
The S-transform of S0,.
h2(t) is the weighted sum of the S-transform of shifted delta functions,
where weights are the elements of z,
S0,.
h2(t) = T∑
p=0zp(t)S0,.δ(x−p) = Mδz. (4.6)
Substituting (4.6) into (4.5), we obtain
S0,.
h(t) = S0,.h1(t) −Mδz, (4.7)
and, for a particular n,
S0,n
h(t) = S0,nh1(t) − (mnδ )Tz. (4.8)
The filter output at t is the first element of z calculated using the optimal w(t), i.e.,
y(t) = z0(t) = u(t)Tw(t), (4.9)
where u(t) is composed of the accelerometer signal readings at t as well as the values for the
past few samples, depending on the filter order.
The objective function is derived in the next section.
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4.2 The Objective Function
The objective function of the adaptive ε-tube method is composed of two terms,
min
N−1∑
n=0 ∣rn(t) − S0,nh(t)∣2 + γq(t)wTw, (4.10)
where γ is a design parameter and q(t) is an increasing function of the signal power at t.
The first term minimizes the error between the frequency components in the middle of the
window and the prototype. The second term in the objective function minimizes the norm
of the coefficient vector. The two terms are balanced by γq(t) which is inversely proportional
to the signal power. Hence, the filter gives a smaller weight to the second term when MA
is present, giving more freedom to the coefficients in w to grow. On the other hand, when
MA is absent, the second term becomes dominant which ensures a stable filter output. The
function q(t) and its relation to the signal power are further discussed at the end of this
section. The time index t is dropped in the rest of this section for simplicity.
The objective function in (4.10) can be expanded as
N−1∑
n=0 ∣rn − S0,nh ∣2 + γqwTw
=N−1∑
n=0 [(rn − S0,nh )(rn − S0,nh )] + γqwTw
=N−1∑
n=0 [(rn − S0,nh )(rn − S0,nh )] + γqwTw
=N−1∑
n=0 [rnrn − rnS0,nh − rnS0,nh + S0,nh S0,nh ] + γqwTw
=N−1∑
n=0 [∣rn∣2 − rnS0,nh − rnS0,nh + ∣S0,nh ∣2] + γqwTw
. (4.11)
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For two complex number (a + bj) and (c + dj), we can write
(a + bj)(c + dj) + (a + bj)(c + dj)
=(a + bj)(c − dj) + (a − bj)(c + dj)
=(ac + bd) + (bc − ad)j + (ac + bd) + (−bc + ad)j
=2(ac + bd) = 2Re[(a + bj)(c + dj)].
(4.12)
Applying the result in (4.12) to (4.11), it follows that
N−1∑
n=0 [∣rn∣2 − rnS0,nh − rnS0,nh + ∣S0,nh ∣2] + γqwTw
=N−1∑
n=0 [∣rn∣2 − 2Re[rnS0,nh ] + ∣S0,nh ∣2] + γqwTw
=N−1∑
n=0 [∣rn∣2 − 2Re[rnS0,nh1 ] + 2Re[rnS0,nh2 ] + ∣S0,nh ∣2] + γqwTw
=N−1∑
n=0 [∣rn∣2 − 2Re[rnS0,nh1 ] + 2Re[rn(mnδ )T ]z + ∣S0,nh ∣2] + γqwTw.
(4.13)
The last term in the sum can be expressed as
∣S0,nh ∣2 =∣S0,nh1 − S0,nh2 ∣2 = ∣S0,nh1 − (mnδ )Tz∣2
=Re[S0,nh1 − (mnδ )Tz]2 + Im[S0,nh1 − (mnδ )Tz]2
=Re[S0,nh1 ]2 +Re[(mnδ )Tz]2 − 2Re[S0,nh1 ]Re[mnδ ]Tz
+Im[S0,nh1 ]2 + Im[(mnδ )Tz]2 − 2Im[S0,nh1 ]Im[mnδ ]Tz
=∣S0,nh1 ∣2 + zTRe[mnδ ]Re[mnδ ]Tz
+ zT Im[mnδ ]Im[mnδ ]Tz − 2Re[S0,nh1 (mnδ )T ]z
=∣S0,nh1 ∣2 + zT (Re[mnδ ]Re[mnδ ]T + Im[mnδ ]Im[mnδ ]T )z
− 2Re[S0,nh1 (mnδ )T ]z
=∣S0,nh1 ∣2 + zTRe[mnδ (mnδ )T ]z − 2Re[S0,nh1 (mnδ )T ]z.
(4.14)
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Substituting (4.14) into (4.13) leads to
N−1∑
n=0 [∣rn∣2 − 2Re[rnS0,nh1 ] + 2Re[rn(mnδ )T ]z + ∣S0,nh ∣2] + γqwTw
=N−1∑
n=0 [∣rn∣2 − 2Re[rnS0,nh1 ] + 2Re[rn(mnδ )T ]z
+∣S0,nh1 ∣2 + zTRe[mnδ (mnδ )T ]z − 2Re[S0,nh1 (mnδ )T ]z] + γqwTw.
(4.15)
The first two terms and the forth term in the sum above do not depend on the filter coeffi-
cients. Hence, they can be removed from the objective function since they do not affect the
solution of the optimization problem. After removing these terms and substituting UTw for
z, we get
N−1∑
n=0 [2Re[rn(mnδ )T ]UTw +wTURe[mnδ (mnδ )T ]UTw−
2Re[S0,nh1 (mnδ )T ]UTw] + γqwTw,
(4.16)
which can be expressed in the matrix form as
2Re[rTMδ]UTw +wTURe[Mδ(Mδ)T ]UTw − 2Re[(S0,.h1)TMδ]UTw + γqwTw
=2Re[(rT − (S0,.h1)T )Mδ]UTw +wT (URe[Mδ(Mδ)T ]UT + γq I)w.
(4.17)
In the last two terms of the sum, (Mnδ ) and Re[MδMTδ ] are constant and do not change as
time progresses. Therefore, the final objective function can be expressed as
Minimizef = 2Re[(rT − (S0,.h1)T )C1]UTw +wT (UC2UT + γq I)w, (4.18)
where C1 = MTδ and C2 = Re[MδMTδ ]. This is a quadratic form in terms of w whose gradient
is
∇f = 2URe[CT1 (r − S0,.h1)] + 2(UC2UT + γq I)w. (4.19)
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The optimal solution for (4.18) can be obtained by setting ∇f equal to zero. By doing so
and reintroducing the time index t, we arrive at
wopt(t) = −(U(t)C2U(t)T + γ
q(t)I)−1U(t)Re[CT1 (r(t) − S0,.h1(t))]. (4.20)
After finding wopt(t), the vector of coefficient updates will be equal to
w△(t) = wopt(t) −w(t − 1). (4.21)
The new filter coefficients at t can be found by adding w△(t) to the previous coefficients at
t − 1 if the constraints were not enforced. However, the filter coefficients should also abide
the constraints, forcing the filtered signal to fall within the tube. The method for enforcing
the ε-tube constraints are discussed in the next section.
As mentioned before, q(t) is an increasing function with respect to the power of the
accelerometer signals. The power is computed in an extended window that spans from t−4T
to t + T . This extended window allows the filter coefficients to easily vary for a period of
time after the MA has diminished. That way, the filter will be able to effectively model the
decaying pattern of the MA in the IP signal and the norm of the filter coefficients will not
be forced to decrease too early when the effect of MA has not completely diminished yet.
The formula used to compute q(t) is
q(t) = [ 1
5kT
t+T∑
i=t−4T u(i)Tu(i)]1/2, (4.22)
where k is the number of elements in u(t), namely, the number of accelerometer signals.
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4.3 The Constraints
The idea of ε-tube is to restrict the filter coefficients such that the value of the signal after
being filtered does not exceed the tube length. This restriction ensures that the amplitude
of the signal after MA reduction remains within the typical range of the amplitude for the
IP signal. The following constraints enforce this restriction in the middle of the processing
window.
− u(t)Tw(t) + g(t) + ε(t) ≥ 0
− g(t) + u(t)Tw(t) + ε(t) ≥ 0. (4.23)
A modified version of the Rosen’s gradient projection method [70] is used here to enforce the
constraints in (4.23). For the time being, we assume that the filter coefficients at t−1 satisfy
(4.23) and derive the formula for the projected version of w△(t) that does not violate the
constraints after it gets added to w(t − 1). The left side of the constraints can be expressed
in the matrix form as
v = Aw − b, (4.24)
where
A = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
−uT (t)
uT (t)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , b =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
g(t) + ε
−g(t) + ε
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠. (4.25)
The conventional gradient projection method forms a matrix N whose columns are the
gradients of the active constraints at w(t − 1). A constraint is active if it holds at equality.
The gradient projection method is based on projecting the desired search direction, w△(t−1),
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onto the space that is tangent to the boundary of the active constraints. In other words, the
result of this projection, d, is the closest vector to w△(t−1) whose direction points along the
boundary of the active constraints. The next step will be performing a line search along this
direction to find the best step length. However, w(t − 1) is obtained by setting the gradient
in (4.19) equal to zero. Therefore, the natural step length for the update is equal to 1. Thus,
the line search step can be skipped here. Given a convex objective function, the conventional
gradient projection method moves along the projected directions repeatedly until it reaches
the global minimum of the constrained optimization problem. Therefore, after a constraint
becomes active, it remains active until the end of the optimization process. However, the
objective function in (4.18) depends on U(t) and r(t), both of which vary as time advances.
Consequently, the objective function is not static as opposed to the conventional method.
Hence, the gradient projection method should be modified to allow the active constraints to
become inactive, i.e., the method should allow for a departure from an active constraint if
w△(t−1) points towards the feasible region of that constraint. This can be done by forming
N such that it only includes the active constraints for which
(Ai,.)Tw△(t − 1) ≤ 0, i = 1,2. (4.26)
If no such constraint exists, d will be the same as w△(t− 1); otherwise, we can find d using
d = (I −N(NTN)−1NT )w△(t − 1). (4.27)
It is noteworthy that the two constraints in (4.23) are parallel, i.e., they will never be active
at the same time. As a result, the size of NTN is no more than 1 × 1. Hence, the inverse in
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(4.27) reduces to a scaler one. The appropriate update from w(t− 1) to w(t) is of the form,
w(t) = w(t − 1) + αd, (4.28)
where α is the step length. The step length will be equal to 1 if a full step does not violate
any of the constraints; otherwise, it will be chosen such that αd would be the largest step
that does not violate any of the constraints. First, we need to find the constraints that
impose a bound on αd. This can be checked through
(Ai,.)Td < 0, i = 1,2, (4.29)
which checks if d points towards the infeasible region of the ith constraint. The step length
α is the largest value smaller than or equal to 1 which satisfies
α ≤ −((Ai,.)Tw(t − 1) − bi)(Ai,.)Td , i = 1,2. (4.30)
Using this value for α, w(t − 1) + αd either reaches the global minimum of the objective
function or hits one of the constraints.
The modified gradient projection method explained above assumes that w(t− 1) satisfies
the constraints. However, the constraints also depend on the accelerometer signals u(t). As
a result, the constraints change as time advances and the coefficient vector that is feasible
at t−1 might become infeasible at t. Hence, an update needs to be made to correct w(t−1)
such that it conforms to the constraints. In other words,
w(t − 1)←w(t − 1) + dc, (4.31)
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where dc is the correction vector. Such a correction must cause the least amount of dis-
turbance in the coefficients. Therefore, dc should be perpendicular to the boundary of the
violated constraint. A constraint is violated if vi < 0, i = 1,2. As mentioned before, the
two constraints in (4.23) are parallel. Consequently, at most one of the constraints can be
violated. Denoting the row of A that corresponds to the violated constraint by Ai,., the
update vector can be computed as
dc = −N(NTN)−1Ai,.. (4.32)
It is enough to perform the correction step in (4.31) once with a step length of size one. This
step needs to be performed prior to the update in (4.28).
4.4 The Prototype
The objective function in (4.18) minimizes the difference between the prototype r(t) and
the frequency components in the middle of the current window (p = 0) at t, and the norm
of the coefficient vector w(t) simultaneously. This prototype should be built based on the
intrinsic characteristics of the input signal g(t). In this case, the IP signal has two major
components. The first and the more dominant component is the respiratory component.
The second component corresponds to the heart rate which is weaker relative to the respi-
ratory component. The aim of this work is to extract the respiratory component of the IP
signal. Therefore, we use a prototype that models the dominant frequency components that
correspond to respiration, i.e., we use a piecewise linear approximation of the square of the
frequency components in the middle of a window from t − 2T − 1 to t − 1, (S0,n
h(t−T−1))2, as
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Figure 4.2: The amplitude of a sample slice of the S-transform at p = 0, ∣S0,n
h(t−T−1)∣, and the amplitude of
the corresponding prototype, ∣r(t)∣
.
the prototype r(t). An instance of the frequency components in the middle of this window
and the corresponding piecewise linear approximation for this instance are shown in Figure
4.2. Both r(t) and S0,n
h(t−T−1) are complex functions and the magnitude of these signals are
depicted. In order to compute r(t), we first need to find the frequency with the most domi-
nant magnitude, fmax. Next, we find the closest frequencies before and after fmax, f1 and f2,
whose amplitudes are smaller than 0.5smax. For each of the segments from f1 to fmax and
from fmax to f2, we fit two linear models to approximate Re[S0,nh(t−T−1)]2 and Im[S0,nh(t−T−1)]2.
We first define
yr1 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Re[S0,f1
h(t−T−1)]2
Re[S0,f1+1
h(t−T−1)]2
⋮
Re[S0,fmax
h(t−T−1)]2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, yi1 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Im[S0,f1
h(t−T−1)]2
Im[S0,f1+1
h(t−T−1)]2
⋮
Im[S0,fmax
h(t−T−1)]2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (4.33)
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yr2 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Re[S0,fmax
h(t−T−1)]2
Re[S0,fmax+1
h(t−T−1)]2
⋮
Re[S0,f2
h(t−T−1)]2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, yi2 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Im[S0,fmax
h(t−T−1)]2
Im[S0,fmax+1
h(t−T−1)]2
⋮
Im[S0,f2
h(t−T−1)]2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (4.34)
and
X1 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 f1
1 f1 + 1
⋮ ⋮
1 fmax
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, X2 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 fmax
1 fmax + 1
⋮ ⋮
1 f2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (4.35)
The least squares approximations for the real and imaginary parts of the two segments can
be found as
yˆr1 = X1(XT1 X1)−1XT1 yr1, yˆi1 = X1(XT1 X1)−1XT1 yi1,
yˆr2 = X2(XT2 X2)−1XT2 yr2, yˆi2 = X2(XT2 X2)−1XT2 yi2. (4.36)
Then, the final estimates in each of the segments will be computed as
l1 = √max(yˆr1,0) + j√max(yˆi1,0),
l2 = √max(yˆr2,0) + j√max(yˆi2,0), (4.37)
where the square root and the max are element-wise operators. Finally, the prototype r(t)
is the vector
r(t)T = [01×(f1−1) l′1T µ l′2T 01×(N−f2)], (4.38)
where l′1 is the same as l1 excluding its last element, l′2 is the same as l2 excluding its first
element, and µ is the mean of the last element of l1 and the first element of l2. As a result,
∣r(t)∣2 is a piecewise linear approximation of ∣S0,n
h(t−T−1)∣2.
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In order to speed up the process of computing the prototype, S0,n
h(t−T−1) can be centered
at zero, i.e., the frequency components are shifted such that fmax = 0. Hence, X1 becomes
a matrix whose first column is all ones and the elements in the second column are the
consecutive numbers from f1 − fmax to 0. Likewise, the elements in the second column of X2
are the consecutive numbers from 0 to f2 − fmax. Therefore, the results of X1(XT1 X1)−1XT1
and X2(XT2 X2)−1XT2 can be pre-computed for different values of f1 and f2 and be used
throughout the filtering process. As a result, the equations in (4.36) will reduce to simple
matrix multiplications.
4.5 Tube Size
Unlike the non-adaptive ε-tube filter which uses a constant tube size for each instance of
the MAs, the adaptive filter updates the tube size as time advances. This is due to the
fact that the amplitude of the IP signal is proportional to the amplitude of the respiratory
component of the signal, which itself depends on the depth of breath. As a result, the filter
should be able to accommodate the changes that occur in the amplitude through varying
the tube size. For example, a subject could have smaller depth of breath while sleeping as
opposed to when he/she is walking. However, the role of the tube is to limit the amplitude
of the filtered IP signal when it is contaminated by MA. As a result, the filter updates the
tube size only when the signal is in the calm state, i.e., the filter holds the tube size constant
when MA is detected in the signal.
In order to detect the MAs, the filter looks at the power of the accelerometer signal. In
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Section 4.2, we introduced q(t) which is a function of the power of the signal in an extended
window from t−4T to t+T . The same function is used to decide whether the tube size should
be updated or not. This is done using a threshold that is chosen based on the baseline noise
present in the accelerometer signals. This threshold depends on the accelerometer sensors
that are used, the electrodes, the electrode placements, etc. In this work, a calm period at
the beginning of data collection for each subject is considered, and the threshold is computed
as twice the value of q(t) in this period. The filter consider the state of the signal as calm
if q(t) is smaller than the threshold.
When the signal is in the calm state, the filter decides whether the size of the tube should
be increased or decreased. To do so, the amount by which the tube is violated is measured
at t. If there is a violation, the tube size will be increased by 1% of the size of the violation.
If g(t) does not exceed the tube size, the filter decides whether the size of the tube should be
decreased or not. This decision is made by looking at the amplitude of the signal in a window
that spans from t − 4T to t. A tube that is too tight will cause unnecessary disturbance in
the filter output. Therefore, a margin is introduced between the signal amplitude and the
tube, i.e., the tube size is set to be 10% larger than the maximum amplitude of the signal
inside the tube. A portion of the IP signal and the resulting tube are shown in Figure 4.3.
4.6 Efficient Computation of S-Transform
The equation (4.20) involves S0,.
h1(t) which requires us to find the S-transform of h1(t) in
every update. This is a time-consuming operation which slows down the process. Instead,
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Figure 4.3: A sample IP signal and the computed tube size.
we propose an alternative method to compute S .,.
h1(t) which improves the speed significantly.
As time advances from t−1 to t, the new S-transform S .,.
h1(t) can be generated from S .,.h1(t−1)
by taking a few steps. First, the elements of S .,.
h1(t−1) will be shifted backwards since the
frequency components at p are now at p − 1. This is a circular shift, i.e., the frequency
components at p = −T will be moved to p = T . Moreover, the oldest frequency components
that are now at p = T are supposed to leave the window and thus be removed. Also, the
new frequency components for the new sample that is entering the window should be added
in front of the window. Furthermore, the effect of the most recent computed filter output
at t − 1 should be applied to S .,.
h1(t). Using Lemma 1, S .,.h1(t−1) after a circular backwards shift
can be expressed as,
Rh1(t−1) = S .,.h1(t−1)EI−1, (4.39)
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where E is a diagonal matrix whose nth diagonal element is e
j2pin
N and
I−1 = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
01×(N−1) 1
I(N−1)×(N−1) 0(N−1)×1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (4.40)
Then, the S-transform at t can be found as
S .,.
h1(t) = Rh1(t−1) + [g(t + T ) − (g(t − T ) − y(t − T ))]S .,.δ(x−T ) − y(t − 1)S .,.δ(x+1). (4.41)
Likewise, the S-transform of the window form t − 2T − 1 to t − 1, used to find the prototype,
can be updated as
S .,.
h(t−T−1) = Rh(t−T−2) + [(g(t − 1) − y(t − 1)) − (g(t − 2T − 2) − y(t − 2T − 2))]S .,.δ(x−T ). (4.42)
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Chapter 5
Evaluation, Results and Discussion
The two proposed adaptive and non-adaptive filtering methods need to be evaluated. The
filtered signal is compared to the reference CO2 signal which is considered the gold standard
in respiration monitoring. Several performance measures are used in this chapter to compare
the proposed methods to the other popular MA reduction methods. First, the experiments
and data collection are discussed, followed by a section that explains the pre-processing step.
Next, the respiratory rate extraction is presented. The performance measures are introduced
in Section 5.4. The results are presented next, and finally, the results are discussed.
5.1 Experiments and Data Collection
To evaluate the performance of the proposed methods, the IP and CO2 signals along with the
accelerometer signals have been collected. The subjects were asked to perform certain ma-
neuvers during the experiments. The collected signals were then filtered using the proposed
filtering methods.
All of the experiments presented in this dissertation have been conducted using a Biopac
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Figure 5.1: A sample of the input signals contaminated by a movement that imitates opening a window.
The IP and CO2 signals are shown in (a) , and (b) illustrates the accelerometer signals in X, Y and Z
directions.
MP150 system. A Biopac EBI100C module and a CO2100C module were used to measure
the IP and CO2 signals, respectively. The CO2 signals were acquired using a nasal cannula.
The sampling rate of the monitor was set to 250Hz. Furthermore, the frequency and the
magnitude of the sinusoidal current were set to 50 kHz and 100 µA (rms), respectively. An
accelerometer module composed of a 3-axis accelerometer sensor was built in the Biomedical
Signal and Image Processing Lab, Virginia Commonwealth University, to capture the move-
ments of the subject. The module was placed on the subject’s right arm and the signals
were transferred to the Biopac machine and stored on a laptop. This setting was used since
it captures most of the movements that induce MA into the IP signal. The accelerometer
module was placed on the right arm since the electrodes are placed on the right side of the
body on the back. A sample of the collected signals is shown in Figure 5.1. All of the filters
and MA reduction methods were implemented in MATLAB and were executed on an i7 CPU
using a single core and with 8GB of RAM.
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Three different experiments were conducted which are discussed next.
5.1.1 Experiment 1
This experiment was conducted to compare the proposed filtering methods to two of the
most popular adaptive filtering methods, RLS and NLMS. To that end, the IP and CO2
signals were collected from 13 subjects, nine males and four females. The subjects were
from 23 to 48 years old. They were asked to perform several different maneuvers, imitating
transient and periodic movements. The experimented maneuvers are as follows.
1. Maneuver 1: Raising the arm and holding it up.
2. Maneuver 2: Dropping the arm after it was held up for 10 second.
3. Maneuver 3: Raising the arm and dropping it immediately.
4. Maneuver 4: Imitating the act of drinking a cup of water.
5. Maneuver 5: Twisting the upper body towards right and returning to the original
posture.
6. Maneuver 6: Twisting the upper body towards left and returning to the original pos-
ture.
7. Maneuver 7: Standing up.
8. Maneuver 8: Sitting down after 10 seconds.
9. Maneuver 9: Imitating the act of opening a window.
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Table 5.1: The number of times each maneuver was performed and the aggregate time for each maneuver
in seconds for experiment 1. The times are measured from the moment a maneuver starts until it ends. A
total of 511 maneuvers were performed in 8637.7 seconds of maneuver time. The total experiment time,
including the maneuvers and the calm sections, was 35368 seconds.
Maneuver 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Count 39 39 39 40 39 39 49
Time(s) 103.7 114.1 163.5 236.3 227.5 211.3 234.9
Maneuver 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Count 49 38 39 39 34 14 14
Time(s) 315.4 307.1 1425.3 1528.6 1370.6 1157.2 1242.2
10. Maneuver 10: Raising the arm and dropping it continuously.
11. Maneuver 11: Imitating the act of taking food from a plate and putting it in the mouth
continuously.
12. Maneuver 12: Twisting the upper body towards right and left continuously.
13. Maneuver 13: While standing, imitating the act of walking (walking in place).
14. Maneuver 14: While standing, imitating the act of running (running in place).
Each maneuver was performed roughly about three times, except maneuvers 13 and 14 which
were performed once. All the maneuvers except 7, 8, 13 and 14 were performed while the
subject was sitting on a chair. Table 5.1 summarises the number of times each maneuver
was performed and the length of the signals in seconds. During about 10 hours of signal
recording, 511 maneuvers were performed by the subjects.
The plethysmograph’s electrodes were placed on the subject’s back between serratus pos-
terior superior and serratus posterior inferior muscles, i.e., one of the current electrodes was
placed on the back between the second and fifth ribs and the other one was placed on the
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Figure 5.2: The electrode placements.
back between ninth and twelfth ribs towards the right side of the back. Similarly, the volt-
age electrodes were placed on the back right besides the current electrodes along the path
between them. Figure 5.2 shows the placements of the electrodes.
5.1.2 Experiment 2
The goal of the second experiment was to compare the proposed filtering methods to ICA
which is another popular MA reduction method. Independent component analysis requires
a multi-channel recording of the signals as its input. Therefore, the IP signals have to be
measured from a secondary site as well. The ICA algorithm relies on the fact that the signal
sources are independent from each other and that the mixing processes associated with
different channels are not the same. As a result, the recording sites should be far enough
from each other such that the contributions of the respiratory component and the MA in
the two channels of the IP are different. Hence, a transthoracic setting of the electrodes
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Table 5.2: The number of times each maneuver was performed and the aggregate time for each maneuver
in seconds for experiment 2. The times are measured from the moment a maneuver starts until it ends. A
total of 236 maneuvers were performed in 4319.8 seconds of maneuver time.
Maneuver 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Count 18 18 18 18 18 18 25
Time(s) 59.3 72.3 100.5 131 128.1 122.3 168.3
Maneuver 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Count 22 17 18 18 16 6 6
Time(s) 198.5 159.1 778.4 818.6 780 404.1 399.3
was used in this experiment to measure the second channel of the IP signal. All of the
14 maneuvers mentioned for experiment 1 were performed for this experiment as well. Six
subjects participated in the experiments and the count and length of the maneuvers are
shown in Table 5.2.
5.1.3 Experiment 3
As mentioned earlier, the IP signal used in this work are acquired from the subjects’ back.
The validity of the IP signals that are measured using this setting needs to be verified. To
do so, a small experiment was conducted to compare the performance measures computed
from the IP signals that were collected from the back versus the ones that were collected
using a transthoracic setting after they were filtered. For this experiment, maneuvers 1 to
5 were each performed 3 times, maneuver 12 was performed twice and maneuvers 7, 8, 13
and 14 were each performed once by every subject. Signals that were collected using the two
settings were each compared to the reference CO2 signal after they were filtered using the
adaptive ε-tube filter. The comparisons were done through various performance measures.
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5.2 Pre-Processing
The collected signals were first pre-preprocessed and prepared for MA reduction. As men-
tioned earlier, all the collected signals were originally recorded with a sampling rate of 250Hz.
However, the signals were later down-sampled to 10Hz for processing purposes. The down-
sampled signals were then centered by removing the mean from each signal. Next, the signals
were divided by their standard deviations. The standard deviations of the IP and CO2 sig-
nals were removed individually, while the accelerometer signals were divided by their joint
standard deviation, preserving the ratio between different accelerometer signals.
The signals were then filtered using a Butterworth filter in order to remove the frequencies
that are outside the range of the acceptable respiratory rates that are considered in the
medical fields. The cut-off frequencies that were used to filter the IP signal were 0.001Hz
and 2Hz, while the cut-off frequencies used to filter the accelerometer signals were 0.05Hz
and 2Hz. The accelerometer sensors that are used in the conducted experiments measure
the location. The cut-off frequencies for the accelerometer signal are chosen such that the
filter removes the DC bias, resulting in a signal that resembles the shape of the MA. In
particular, the filter adds a non-linear tail to the filtered accelerometer signal that resembles
the decaying pattern of the MA in the IP signals. Hence, the filters used in the pre-processing
step can enhance the accuracy of the MA reduction. A sample of the accelerometer signals
before and after filtering is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: The results of pre-processing on the accelerometer signal. (a) shows an instance of the IP and
CO2 signals where the IP signal is contaminated by MA that is caused by raising the arm and dropping it.
(b) shows the raw accelerometer signals corresponding to those moves and (c) illustrates the accelerometer
signals after pre-processing.
5.3 Respiratory Rate Extraction
After analyzing the signal and removing the MA, the respiratory rate is extracted from both
the IP and the CO2 signals. The extracted respiratory rates are then compared to assess
the performance of the proposed filtering methods. To do so, the S-transform of the signal
is computed. Then, the most dominant frequency component within the range of acceptable
frequencies (from 0Hz to 2Hz) is found at each sample. The frequency associated with the
dominant component is then considered the respiratory rate at that sample.
The S-transform is computed within a sliding window which is 30 seconds long and moves
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in 10 seconds steps. The window length is chosen such that a full period of the IP signal with
the lowest breathing rate that is considered in this work (0.033Hz) can fit in the window. Each
time, the S-transform is computed for the whole window, but only one third of the frequency
components (10 seconds) in the middle of the window are used to find the respiratory rate.
This way, we prevent the frequency distortions that are caused by the discontinuity between
the sample values at the beginning and the end of the window to distort the extracted
respiratory rates. Also, a threshold on the amplitude of the dominant frequency is used
to determine whether the subject has stopped breathing. The respiratory rates that are
extracted from the filtered IP signal and the CO2 signal are then used to compute the
performance measures that are described in the next section.
5.4 Performance Measures
Several different performance measures have been employed in this work to compare the
filtered IP signal to the reference CO2 signal. No post-processing has been performed on the
filtered signals prior to the extraction of the performance measures. The first performance
measure is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the filtered IP signal and the CO2
signal. The correlation coefficient measures how much the shape and the morphological
features of the two signals agree in the time domain.
The respiratory rates extracted from the filtered signals are also used to compute several
performance measures. The first measure, Exact, is the proportion of the times when the
extracted respiratory rate from the IP and CO2 signals are equal. This is possible to measure
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since the extracted respiratory rates are computed using S-transform which results in discrete
frequency values. Moreover, Dev1, Dev2 and Dev3 are the proportions of the times when the
average error is less than 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The error unit is breath per minute (BPM)
throughout this dissertation. The average error between the respiratory rates extracted from
the filtered IP signal and the CO2 signal, called Mean Err, is another performance measure
that is used. Lastly, the maximum error in the extracted respiratory rates, Max Err, is
measured and used to assess the performance of the filtering methods.
5.5 Results
In order to evaluate the adaptive and non-adaptive ε-tube filters that are proposed in the
previous chapters, they are compared to other popular MA reduction methods, and the
results are presented in this section. Each of the methods that are used for MA reduction,
including the proposed methods and the currently existing methods, have several design
parameters that need to be adjusted to obtain the best results. All the design parameters
are chosen by subject-wise cross-validation in this work. In each fold, one of the subjects is
left out. Then, the MAs are removed from the IP signals of the remaining subjects using
the MA reduction method that is under investigation. The optimal parameter set is chosen
based on the overall performance of the MA reduction in that fold for all the subjects except
the one that was left out. These parameters are then used to compute the accuracy of the
MA reduction from the IP signal of the subject that was left out. The process is repeated by
leaving each subject out exactly once and the overall accuracy is computed as the average
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Figure 5.4: Three instances of the MA caused by three different maneuvers, maneuver 1, 2 and 3. The
original IP signal and the estimated MA using the adaptive ε-tube filter are shown in (a). The filtered signal
after removing the estimated MA and the reference CO2 signal are shown in (b). The filter parameters are
chosen by cross-validation.
of the accuracies in different folds weighted by the length of the IP signals. The parameters
are found based on the accuracy of the entire signals, including the maneuvers and calm
sections of the signals, and then used to evaluate the accuracy for individual maneuvers.
The performance measure that is used for cross-validation is Mean Err, the mean error
between the respiratory rate extracted from the filtered IP signal and the one extracted
from the CO2 signal.
The window size for the adaptive ε-tube was 10 seconds. Hence, T is equal to 50 since a
half window would be 5 seconds long and the sampling rate is 10 samples per second. The
following sections present the results of the conducted experiments.
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Figure 5.5: Three instances of the MA caused by three different maneuvers, maneuver 1, 2 and 3. The
original IP signal and the estimated MA using RLS filter are shown in (a). The filtered signal after removing
the estimated MA and the reference CO2 signal are shown in (b). The filter parameters are chosen by
cross-validation.
Figure 5.6: Three instances of the MA caused by three different maneuvers, maneuver 1, 2 and 3. The
original IP signal and the estimated MA using NLMS filter are shown in (a). The filtered signal after
removing the estimated MA and the reference CO2 signal are shown in (b). The filter parameters are chosen
by cross-validation.
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Figure 5.7: Three instances of the MA caused by maneuver 10. The original IP signal and the estimated
MA using adaptive ε-tube filter are shown in (a). The filtered signal after removing the estimated MA and
the reference CO2 signal are shown in (b). The filter parameters are chosen by cross-validation.
Figure 5.8: Three instances of the MA caused by maneuver 10. The original IP signal and the estimated
MA using RLS filter are shown in (a). The filtered signal after removing the estimated MA and the reference
CO2 signal are shown in (b). The filter parameters are chosen by cross-validation.
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Figure 5.9: Three instances of the MA caused by maneuver 10. The original IP signal and the estimated
MA using NLMS filter are shown in (a). The filtered signal after removing the estimated MA and the
reference CO2 signal are shown in (b). The filter parameters are chosen by cross-validation.
5.5.1 Results of Experiment 1
Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate examples of maneuvers 1, 2 and 3 before and after MA
reduction using the adaptive ε-tube filter, the RLS filter and the NLMS filter, respectively.
The results indicate that the proposed model is successful in estimating the MA while the
RLS and NLMS models fail to do so. Likewise, the results of MA reduction using the adaptive
ε-tube filter, the RLS filter and the NLMS for several examples of maneuver 10 are shown
in Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9, respectively. Again, the RLS and NLMS filters fail to model the
MA while the ε-tube filter removes the MA effectively. The inability of the RLS filters to
deal with the MA is due to the fact that cross-validation inevitably picks a large forgetting
factor. This is because the smaller choices of this parameter will result in the respiratory
components of the IP signal being modeled as MA in the calm sections of the signal, which
reduces the accuracy of the extracted respiratory rate. Likewise, cross-validation picks a
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Figure 5.10: This figure illustrates the comparison between the proposed methods versus RLS and NLMS
filters in terms of Mean Err. The bars indicate 1 standard error.
Figure 5.11: This figure illustrates the comparison between the proposed methods versus RLS and NLMS
filters in terms of Correlation. The bars indicate 1 standard error.
set of parameters for the NLMS filter that are too rigid in order to prevent the filter from
modeling the respiratory component. Hence, the filter is not able to quickly respond to the
MAs that appear in the signal and thus fails to effectively model them. The RLS and NLMS
filters are not equipped with a mechanism to distinguish between the periodic variations of
the IP signal that are due to the respiration and the unwanted variations that are due to
the MA. On the other hand, the proposed adaptive ε-tube filter effectively refrains from
modeling the respiratory component by imposing a tube on the IP signal.
The comparison between the proposed methods and the RLS and NLMS filters in terms
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Table 5.3: The performance of the proposed adaptive and non-adaptive ε-TF filters versus the RLS and
NLMS filters for maneuvers 1 to 7. The numbers in bold indicate which method has performed better with
regards to each performance measure.
Maneuver Method Exact Dev1 Dev2 Dev3 Mean Err Max Err Correlation
1
A-ε-TF 0.766 0.766 0.889 0.931 0.846 5.404 0.697
ε-TF 0.748 0.748 0.884 0.919 0.913 5.190 0.693
NLMS 0.510 0.510 0.621 0.661 4.636 13.584 0.514
RLS 0.681 0.681 0.789 0.822 2.984 19.814 0.634
2
A-ε-TF 0.765 0.765 0.890 0.929 1.079 4.549 0.702
ε-TF 0.695 0.695 0.829 0.873 1.259 5.232 0.700
NLMS 0.451 0.451 0.547 0.573 5.883 13.129 0.568
RLS 0.625 0.625 0.718 0.759 3.881 19.210 0.676
3
A-ε-TF 0.765 0.765 0.887 0.920 1.060 7.647 0.753
ε-TF 0.690 0.690 0.789 0.817 3.116 11.022 0.731
NLMS 0.582 0.582 0.718 0.737 3.475 17.493 0.540
RLS 0.640 0.640 0.772 0.796 3.597 25.288 0.629
4
A-ε-TF 0.768 0.768 0.874 0.909 0.857 4.964 0.752
ε-TF 0.710 0.710 0.825 0.873 1.137 5.397 0.728
NLMS 0.698 0.698 0.822 0.859 1.492 10.627 0.659
RLS 0.729 0.729 0.823 0.861 1.713 14.577 0.691
5
A-ε-TF 0.736 0.736 0.877 0.900 1.104 9.590 0.680
ε-TF 0.684 0.684 0.813 0.831 1.833 11.385 0.647
NLMS 0.574 0.574 0.711 0.736 3.296 19.538 0.472
RLS 0.609 0.609 0.727 0.748 3.825 35.911 0.538
6
A-ε-TF 0.667 0.667 0.829 0.859 2.431 12.567 0.681
ε-TF 0.618 0.618 0.757 0.780 3.402 16.615 0.620
NLMS 0.484 0.484 0.614 0.669 4.711 18.207 0.475
RLS 0.516 0.516 0.632 0.671 4.777 21.846 0.487
7
A-ε-TF 0.684 0.684 0.787 0.852 1.947 7.829 0.709
ε-TF 0.681 0.681 0.844 0.876 1.249 6.128 0.703
NLMS 0.512 0.512 0.590 0.650 5.603 17.314 0.554
RLS 0.588 0.588 0.667 0.709 5.432 22.258 0.599
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Table 5.4: The performance of the proposed adaptive and non-adaptive ε-TF filters versus the RLS and
NLMS filters for maneuvers 8 to 14. The numbers in bold indicate which method has performed better with
regards to each performance measure.
Maneuver Method Exact Dev1 Dev2 Dev3 Mean Err Max Err Correlation
8
A-ε-TF 0.704 0.704 0.862 0.877 1.759 10.245 0.690
ε-TF 0.684 0.684 0.878 0.891 1.484 8.973 0.716
NLMS 0.550 0.550 0.669 0.681 4.916 22.041 0.520
RLS 0.507 0.507 0.634 0.648 5.728 26.980 0.517
9
A-ε-TF 0.736 0.736 0.899 0.911 1.039 9.135 0.691
ε-TF 0.733 0.733 0.879 0.892 1.252 9.459 0.681
NLMS 0.590 0.590 0.754 0.765 3.051 11.297 0.491
RLS 0.616 0.616 0.761 0.774 3.248 24.054 0.535
10
A-ε-TF 0.604 0.604 0.748 0.770 3.041 14.872 0.638
ε-TF 0.656 0.656 0.794 0.818 2.727 25.692 0.651
NLMS 0.465 0.465 0.568 0.586 6.050 28.103 0.379
RLS 0.529 0.529 0.635 0.654 5.935 35.846 0.451
11
A-ε-TF 0.658 0.658 0.826 0.855 1.836 11.568 0.685
ε-TF 0.736 0.736 0.863 0.894 1.230 12.054 0.714
NLMS 0.543 0.543 0.698 0.735 2.994 17.027 0.570
RLS 0.627 0.627 0.740 0.768 3.595 27.459 0.611
12
A-ε-TF 0.504 0.504 0.653 0.681 3.589 16.364 0.474
ε-TF 0.494 0.494 0.651 0.679 4.644 38.606 0.480
NLMS 0.404 0.404 0.533 0.563 5.968 24.727 0.256
RLS 0.413 0.413 0.545 0.566 6.632 46.000 0.292
13
A-ε-TF 0.676 0.676 0.811 0.842 2.072 15.714 0.670
ε-TF 0.698 0.698 0.826 0.851 2.191 18.714 0.646
NLMS 0.584 0.584 0.695 0.715 6.176 40.714 0.573
RLS 0.645 0.645 0.761 0.781 4.794 53.714 0.594
14
A-ε-TF 0.641 0.641 0.795 0.837 2.505 24.857 0.632
ε-TF 0.667 0.667 0.797 0.825 2.667 30.571 0.604
NLMS 0.563 0.563 0.657 0.684 9.854 54.571 0.525
RLS 0.566 0.566 0.674 0.707 9.653 61.429 0.527
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of Mean Err and Correlation are graphically depicted in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, respectively.
These results indicate that the adaptive and non-adaptive ε-tube methods outperform RLS
and NLMS methods in all of the maneuvers. The smallest differences are in maneuver 4,
while the largest differences are in maneuver 14.
The detailed results of the comparisons using different performance measures are shown
in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. The accuracies indicate that either the adaptive ε-tube or the non-
adaptive ε-tube method outperforms the RLS and NLMS methods in all the maneuvers and
for every performance measure. For example, Max Error shows that the proposed methods
have a substantially smaller maximum error compared to RLS and NLMS. This means that
the proposed filters are more robust against MA and their outputs are more reliable than
the popular MA reduction methods.
5.5.2 Results of Experiment 2
The second experiment was conducted to compare the proposed methods to ICA. Two of
the performance measures, Mean Err and Correlation, are depicted in Figures 5.12 and
5.13, respectively. Again, these figures show that the proposed methods outperform the ICA
method in all of the maneuvers that were performed in experiment 2.
Table 5.5 shows the results of this comparison. Either adaptive or non-adaptive ε-tube
outperforms ICA in all the maneuvers for all the performance measures. Overall, the non-
adaptive ε-tube method seems to have the best performance in this case. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, the assumptions of ICA are not satisfied in this problem. For example, the mixing
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Figure 5.12: This figure illustrates the comparison between the proposed methods versus ICA in terms of
Mean Err. The bars indicate 1 standard error.
process involves the parameters of the blood circulatory system, and hence, it is unlikely that
a linear relation can explain this process. Moreover, it was observed during the experiments
that the respiratory rate changes as subjects starts or stops performing a maneuver. As a
result, the respiratory component of the IP signal and MA are not independent. Therefore,
ICA is not a suitable choice for MA reduction form the IP signal.
Figure 5.13: This figure illustrates the comparison between the proposed methods versus ICA in terms of
Correlation. The bars indicate 1 standard error.
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Table 5.5: The performance of the proposed adaptive and non-adaptive ε-TF filters versus ICA. The
numbers in bold indicate which method has performed better with regards to each performance measure.
Maneuver Method Exact Dev1 Dev2 Dev3 Mean Err Max Err Correlation
1
A-eTF 0.749 0.749 0.886 0.924 1.015 8.222 0.746
eTF 0.814 0.814 0.938 0.963 0.531 4.222 0.792
ICA 0.682 0.682 0.763 0.779 4.295 11.222 0.691
2
A-eTF 0.791 0.791 0.910 0.921 1.489 5.111 0.761
eTF 0.801 0.801 0.911 0.936 1.082 5.111 0.793
ICA 0.702 0.702 0.811 0.821 3.771 14.667 0.714
3
A-eTF 0.743 0.743 0.888 0.906 1.385 11.333 0.751
eTF 0.679 0.679 0.801 0.817 2.815 13.000 0.756
ICA 0.669 0.669 0.802 0.812 4.082 20.222 0.695
4
A-eTF 0.812 0.812 0.945 0.952 0.579 4.778 0.776
eTF 0.831 0.831 0.939 0.951 0.514 3.667 0.803
ICA 0.818 0.818 0.916 0.930 2.219 13.778 0.750
5
A-eTF 0.762 0.762 0.922 0.936 0.993 10.889 0.734
eTF 0.732 0.732 0.892 0.911 1.183 11.222 0.752
ICA 0.615 0.615 0.724 0.733 5.405 26.222 0.582
6
A-eTF 0.768 0.768 0.902 0.922 1.057 10.444 0.764
eTF 0.749 0.749 0.859 0.867 1.510 17.222 0.718
ICA 0.611 0.611 0.684 0.715 5.677 23.778 0.582
7
A-eTF 0.677 0.677 0.787 0.826 2.486 10.000 0.725
eTF 0.744 0.744 0.878 0.896 1.096 6.400 0.751
ICA 0.393 0.393 0.487 0.494 8.567 19.200 0.503
8
A-eTF 0.739 0.739 0.887 0.899 1.670 10.818 0.728
eTF 0.754 0.754 0.941 0.958 1.043 11.053 0.725
ICA 0.481 0.481 0.584 0.585 6.157 15.579 0.554
9
A-eTF 0.762 0.762 0.920 0.921 0.873 7.250 0.730
eTF 0.715 0.715 0.837 0.840 1.690 10.000 0.697
ICA 0.667 0.667 0.794 0.801 5.677 19.375 0.635
10
A-eTF 0.557 0.557 0.687 0.702 4.723 19.222 0.612
eTF 0.626 0.626 0.746 0.768 3.752 24.667 0.639
ICA 0.533 0.533 0.625 0.639 6.391 29.889 0.539
11
A-eTF 0.675 0.675 0.829 0.860 1.986 13.222 0.706
eTF 0.748 0.748 0.861 0.891 1.261 10.667 0.738
ICA 0.678 0.678 0.777 0.798 3.183 18.667 0.674
12
A-eTF 0.594 0.594 0.722 0.752 3.093 18.875 0.552
eTF 0.588 0.588 0.720 0.738 3.410 38.000 0.538
ICA 0.397 0.397 0.474 0.489 9.720 42.875 0.420
13
A-eTF 0.661 0.661 0.781 0.820 2.651 19.000 0.668
eTF 0.659 0.659 0.771 0.798 3.280 18.333 0.641
ICA 0.534 0.534 0.622 0.642 6.270 47.667 0.536
14
A-eTF 0.591 0.591 0.760 0.804 2.915 23.000 0.664
eTF 0.635 0.635 0.767 0.797 2.861 25.000 0.607
ICA 0.473 0.473 0.553 0.569 13.465 63.667 0.467
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In order to assess the statistical significance of the differences between the proposed
methods and the existing methods for MA, the differences in Mean Err and Correlation
are tested using Tukey’s HSD (Honestly Significant Difference) test. This test is able to
compare multiple treatments at the same time and unlike the pairwise t test, it imposes
a global significance level on all the pairwise tests. The results of the tests conducted on
the Mean Err comparing the adaptive ε-tube and non-adaptive ε-tube against the rest of
the methods are presented in Tables 5.6 and 5.7, respectively. Table 5.6 indicates that the
difference between the adaptive ε-tube filter and the RLS and NLMS filters is statistically
significant in all the maneuvers. It also shows that the adaptive ε-tube filter is significantly
better than ICA in maneuvers 5, 6, 7, 8, 12 and 13. In the rest of the maneuvers, the
adaptive ε-tube filter outperforms ICA but the differences are not statistically significant.
This could be due to the fact that the tests have a low power. A larger data-set can improve
the power and the make the Tukey’s tests significant. Moreover, the difference between the
Mean Err for the non-adaptive ε-tube filter and ICA is statistically significant in all the
maneuvers except 3, 4, 9 and 13. Furthermore, the differences between the non-adaptive
ε-tube filter and the RLS and NLMS methods are significant in all the maneuvers except
maneuver 4. These results of the statistical tests indicate that the proposed methods are
statistically superior to the existing MA reduction methods in terms of Mean Err. Moreover,
the Mean Err of adaptive and non-adaptive ε-tube filters are not statistically different except
in maneuver 11.
Similarly, the statistical significance of the differences in Correlation are tested and the
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results are shown in Tables 5.8 and 5.9. Again, the results of the Tukey’s test indicate
that the adaptive ε-tube and the non-adaptive ε-tube filters perform significantly better
than RLS, NLMS and ICA methods in most of the maneuvers. Moreover, the two proposed
methods are not significantly different in terms of Correlation.
Table 5.6: This table indicates the results of the Tukey’s HSD tests (α = 0.05) comparing the Mean Err
of the adaptive ε-tube filter against all the other methods, including the non-adaptive ε-tube filter. A
check mark indicates a significant difference while a x mark indicates an insignificant test. The adaptive
ε-tube filter outperforms ICA, RLS and NLMS methods in all the maneuvers that were performed. This
table shows whether those differences are statistically significant or not.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
ICA 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 3 7 3
RLS 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
NLMS 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
ε-TF 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 7 7
Table 5.7: This table indicates the results of the Tukey’s HSD tests (α = 0.05) comparing the Mean Err
of the non-adaptive ε-tube filter against all the other methods, including the adaptive ε-tube filter. A
check mark indicates a significant difference while a x mark indicates an insignificant test. The non-adaptive
ε-tube filter outperforms ICA, RLS and NLMS methods in all the maneuvers that were performed. This
table shows whether those differences are statistically significant or not.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
ICA 3 3 7 7 3 3 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 3
RLS 3 3 3 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
NLMS 3 3 3 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
A-eTF 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 7 7
Table 5.8: This table indicates the results of the Tukey’s HSD tests (α = 0.05) comparing the Correlation
of the adaptive ε-tube filter against all the other methods, including the non-adaptive ε-tube filter. A
check mark indicates a significant difference while a x mark indicates an insignificant test. The adaptive
ε-tube filter outperforms ICA, RLS and NLMS methods in all the maneuvers that were performed. This
table shows whether those differences are statistically significant or not.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
ICA 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 3 3 3
RLS 7 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
NLMS 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
eTF 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
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Table 5.9: This table indicates the results of the Tukey’s HSD tests (α = 0.05) comparing the Correlation
of the non-adaptive ε-tube filter against all the other methods, including the adaptive ε-tube filter. A
check mark indicates a significant difference while a x mark indicates an insignificant test. The non-adaptive
ε-tube filter outperforms ICA, RLS and NLMS methods in all the maneuvers that were performed. This
table shows whether those differences are statistically significant or not.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
ICA 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 3 3 3 3 3
RLS 7 7 3 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
NLMS 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
A-eTF 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
5.5.3 Results of Experiment 3
The third experiment was conducted to compare the electrode placements that are used in
this dissertation to the traditional transthoracic placements. The comparison using the Mean
Err and Correlation measures are shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15, respectively. The results
indicate that acquiring the IP signal from the back improves the accuracy of respiratory rate
extraction after MA reduction using the adaptive ε-tube filter for all of the maneuvers that
were performed in this experiment. All of the differences in the Mean Err are statistically
significant except for maneuvers 13 and 14 when tested using a t-test with α = 0.05. For the
Correlation, the tests indicate that all of the differences are significant except for maneuvers
7, 12 and 13 when α = 0.05 is used. However, the differences for these three maneuvers
become significant as well if we use α = 0.1 instead. Therefore, we can conclude that the
electrode placement that was used for the data collection in this dissertation is less susceptible
to MA and it results in IP signals that have a better quality and accuracy.
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Figure 5.14: This figure illustrates the comparison between the results of MA reduction from the IP signal
that is measured on the back versus the one that is measured using the transthoracic setting in terms of
Mean Err. The bars indicate 1 standard error.
Figure 5.15: This figure illustrates the comparison between the results of MA reduction from the IP signal
that is measured on the back versus the one that is measured using the transthoracic setting in terms of
Correlation. The bars indicate 1 standard error.
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5.6 Discussion
The proposed ε-tube filters outperform the other popular MA reduction methods that are
widely used in the literature, including the RLS and NLMS filters and the ICA method
in all of the maneuvers. The statistical tests indicate that the differences between the
proposed methods and the currently existing methods are statistically significant in most of
the maneuvers. Some of the maneuvers, specially in experiment 2 have a small number of
observations which negatively impacts the power of the statistical tests. A larger data-set
for these maneuvers can improve the power of the tests. As a result, more differences might
become statistically significant. Thus, it can be concluded that the proposed adaptive and
non-adaptive ε-tube filters are successful in removing the MA from the IP signal.
The computational complexity of the proposed filters are higher than the traditional
methods. The existing adaptive filtering methods require very little computation time due
to their simplicity. For example, the RLS method takes 0.035ms on average to process each
sample while the adaptive ε-tube processes each sample in 0.422ms. In particular, computing
the prototype is the most time-consuming part of the adaptive ε-tube method. Therefore,
alternative prototypes that can be computed more efficiently need to be investigated. The
non-adaptive ε-tube method solves a constrained non-linear optimization problem for each
instance of MA. The MATLAB implementation of the Interior-Point algorithm has been
used to solve this optimization problem. This algorithm is a general purpose optimization
method which is very slower than special purposes algorithms that are designed to solve
specific problems. Therefore, the execution time of the non-adaptive ε-tube filter is much
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larger than the adaptive version of the filter and the RLS methods. In particular, the non-
adaptive ε-tube method processes each sample in 41.21ms. Therefore, the non-adaptive
ε-tube method can only be used in an off-line setting to process the signals that have been
previously collected on a computer. On the other hand, the adaptive ε-tube method is fast
enough to be implemented on a portable device and be used for real-time processing of the
IP signal.
Finally, the Blant-Altman plot for comparing the extracted respiratory rates that were
extracted from the CO2 signal versus the ones that were extracted from the IP signal after
it was filtered using the adaptive ε-tube method are illustrated in Figure 5.16. The plot
reveals that the extracted motion artifacts from the filtered IP signal are biased towards
smaller values. This is due to the fact that in some instances, when the signal to noise
ratio is very low, the respiratory component of the signal is not recoverable. Therefore, the
period of the respiration will be too weak or absent after the MA is removed, resulting is
a missing period. Hence, the respiratory rate extraction procedure will report a lower rate
which creates a bias towards smaller respiratory rates. Further investigation is required to
address this problem.
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Figure 5.16: This figure shows the Blant-Altman plot that compares the respiratory rates that are extracted
from the CO2 signal versus the respiratory rates that are extracted from the filtered IP signal using the
adaptive ε-tube filter. The IP signals are measured from the back.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
6.1 Summary
Motion artifact reduction is a crucial step in building portable monitoring devices. This
work presented two MA reduction methods for the IP signal. The non-adaptive ε-tube filter
adopts the idea of ε-tube from the support vector regression algorithm to effectively limit the
size of the search space for the best filter coefficients. A regularization measure that is based
on the S-transform of the signal is then used to find the optimal coefficients in the reduced
search space. The filter models the MA according to an ARX model. The mathematical
concepts are developed and the proposed method is implemented and tested using the IP
and accelerometer signals that were collected from the subjects.
This dissertation also introduced the adaptive ε-tube filter which uses the same ε-tube
concept, but employs a different regularization term. This filter generates a prototype from
the past values of the signal and limits the complexity of the resulting signal by modeling
only the most dominant frequency component of the signal. The filter then minimizes the
difference between the frequency components at the current signal sample and this prototype.
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This method is also tested using the collected signals.
The experimental results indicate that the proposed adaptive ε-tube and non-adaptive
ε-tube filters outperform the RLS, NLMS and ICA filter which are among the most popular
methods for MA reduction. Both methods can effectively model the MA present in the IP
signal while the popular filters fail to do so. The statistical analysis of the results show that
the differences between the proposed methods and the RLS, NLMS and ICA methods are
statistically significant in most of the maneuvers.
6.2 Future Work
The future work of this dissertation is as follows.
1. To compare the proposed filtering methods to other currently existing MA reduction
methods.
2. To investigate the possibility of implementing the proposed methods in a portable
monitoring device that measures the IP signal in order to monitor respiration.
3. To investigate the possibility of integrating the proposed filtering methods with critical
physiological state detection and prediction systems in order to build a device capable
of collecting signals as well as filtering and analyzing them.
4. To adopt the proposed methods for MA reduction from other physiological signals such
as ECG and PPG signal.
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5. To improve the speed of the filters for faster computation. In particular, designing
special purpose methods to solve the optimization problem in the non-adaptive ε-tube
filter can significantly improve the run time of the filter.
6. To investigate the possibility of using the dimensionality reduction methods, such as
PCA, to reduced the number of filter input signals. This can improve the speed of the
proposed methods.
7. To further investigate the possibility of using the electrode placements on the back
instead of the transthoracic setting to acquire the IP signals with better quality.
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